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' The following arrangement of events is presented in order of time, according

to the interpretation of prophecy set forth in “Thoughts on the Apocalypse,”

by B. W. Newton. Hamilton, Adams, and Co., London. Originally published

in twelve separate lectures, but now forming one volume.

Note. — The angular brackets [ ] contain remarks which are not Mr.

Newton's.

The curvilinear brackets ( ) are in the text of Mr. Newton's work.

The matter within the angular brackets is added, either as a necessary explai

nation, or to point out some circumstance contained in the Book of Revelations,

not noticed by Mr. Newton, though bearing on the events there described.



A N A L Y S IS

OF

THOUGHTS ON THE APOCALYPSE.

The sixth chapter of the Book of Revelations strictly begins the pro

phetic part of the Book. (69.)

From the sixth to the eighteenth chapter, the Book treats of evils

which are brought to pass during the time that the throne of God is

acting for Christ. It describes the last forms under which the energy

of human evil will display itself in contrariety to God, first in Babylon,

and then under Antichrist. (70.)

The Book of Revelations gives neither the history of Popery nor

Mohammedanism. (83.) In other words, it passes them over alto

gether.

It places us between two contrasted periods, commencing with the

times when the Gentile Churches were standing in theearth, in the days

of John ; and ending with a full delineation of the moral features of

Babylon and Antichrist, as also of their outward characteristics. (84.)*

From the eighteenth chapter to the end, the Book of Revelations

treats of events that occur after Christ is sent forth as King of Kings

and Lord of Lords. (69.)

There will be two great cities, around which the activities and in

terests of the world will be concentrated at the closing hour—namely,

BABYLON, on the Euphrates, and JERUSALEM. (122.)

Jerusalem will be again in dignity and greatness; its temple re

established, and itself will become a centre for the busy concourse of

many nations. (123.)

[When the destruction of Babylon is accomplished in Mr. Newton's

scheme, he incidentally remarks of that city, that “it had been the

great result of the wisdom of ages.” (322.)

That city, therefore, not yet in existence, will reach its grandeur by

the average process of national increase; it will be a process going

* Corollary: all ecclesiastical and political history between the days of John

and the last days of Babylon (which is not yet in existence) are passed over in

the Book of Revelations.
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4 ANALYSIS OF

on for ages before it is accomplished. ... When, therefore, the city

is built, prophetic students will, after that, have to look forward to

the lapse of ages before the last days of Babylon, which are those of

Antichrist, will appear. This is a point particularly worthy of notice,

Ages yet may elapse before Babylon is founded; and ages will elapse

Mr. Newton assures us, before it will reach its period of ultimate

greatness.]

The habits and civilisation of western Europe will be planted in

Jerusalem, Babylon, and the connected Asiatic regions. This will

form the great theatre on which the closing events of this dispensation

are to be displayed. (80.)

Mr. Newton sees the signs of these future events in the fact that

“Missionaries of the religious principle of Europe, and political emis

saries, are spreading over the districts of Babylon and Nineveh.” (80.)

The French consul in Mesopotamia has lately been appointed by the

Pope Bishop of Babylon. (80.) -

And the Bishop of London has sent out a clergyman, a semi-papist

(Puseyite), to Monsul, the ancient Nineveh, (81.) -

The spread of adulterated and spurious Christianity, and of worldly

civilisation, in those eastern regions, will dispel the cloud of barbarism,

and spread a fair and delusive brightness over the renovated scene.

81.)

It will be an era in the history of the world, but the change will be

silently and gradually effected. (82.) -

Here the unhindered progress of human greatness will reproduce,

in the land of Shinar, Babylon. (82.)

Belgium (not Holland), Spain, Portugal, the North of Africa,

Egypt, Greece, Turkey and Syria, will be united by similarity of

governments and institutions, and Babylon will become their head and

centre. (178.)

The woman, that is, Babylon, will possess the whole of the Roman

earth or empire. (239.)

Babylon will be the metropolis of the Roman earth. (290.)

Babylon will have the control of all the influence of the renovated

Roman earth — its political, military, civil, religious, commercial, and

educational systems. (239.)

It will have the jarring elements of the human mind, touching these

things brought under effectual control. (240.) -

Mr. Newton well remarks that this is a wonderful prospect, as “we

cannot but confess that such a spectacle has never yet been presented

in the history of human things.” (240.)

The whole Roman earth will be divided into ten kingdoms, but there

will be a unity of system throughout the whole. There are indications

of the changes likely to take place; as, for instance, Greece and Egypt

separated from Turkey and from one another. But there will be other

divisions; and, in the mean while, a PECULIAR SYSTEM is

beginning to give these kingdoms a likeness to one another. (241.)

The BABYLONISH SYSTEM has for its elements constitutional

monarchies— commercial enterprise— the manufacturing system—

and the subjection of art, science, and taste to utility; the standard of

utility being productiveness of wealth. (241.) -

In the Babylonish system the ecclesiastical is every where to be

controlled by the civil power, and the authority of government itself

controlled by capitalists, manufacturers, and merchants. (241.)

Popular monarchy is not more characteristic of the Babylonish
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i. than is the alliance of the ecclesiastical with secular power;

the latter being supreme. (291.)

The democratic elements prevail in the Babylonish system, or the

rights of the people much check the government. The aristocracy of

wealth is ultimately the great feature of the BABYLONISH SYS

TEM. (243.) &

Commercial greatness is another form of it. (242.) -

It is in England that this SYSTEM is now chiefly exhibited. (243.)

Our manufacturing cities, which are against God, and militate with

his intentions towards man, are of the Babylonish system. (292.)

Its avowed principle is to buy at the cheapest and sell at the dearest.

247.

(§ hates covetousness and accumulation. But gold and silver

were appointed by God as the medium ofexchange, of which HE would

have supplied enough, and not too much, if men would have obeyed

him. (298.)

In the Babylonish system kings cease to lean upon themselves.

When monarchy began to decline, the monarch began first to lean on

his nobles, and then upon his generals, and then upon his people. In

Babylon's system, worse than all, the monarchs lean on the aristocracy

of merchants. (242-3.)

It is no longer the nobles, the church, nor the people, but the

exchange that secretly guides, and will guide, the wheels of govern

ment. (243.)
-

Latitudinarian principles, and the protection of different religions,

Hinduism, Popery, Mohammedanism —an indifference to their blas

phemies and sins—this is the policy of England, for the object of

sustaining its commercial interests; and thus has she become the main

spring of the system of Babylon that is arising in the earth. (244.)

A remarkable and most important feature of the Babylonish system

is, that governors do not act as individuals on the unbiassed judgment

of their own minds, [that is, as irresponsible despots,1 but as the

organs of a system. (250.) -

We see not this system as yet developed ; we see only rudiments

and samples of it, as in England. Its manifestation before the eyes of

men will not be until it shall be set up in the land of Shinar as its own

base. (251.)

The woman, whose name is “Mystery,” in the Book of Revelations,

represents not a system merely, but one connected with an especial

city, and that city is Babylon, to be rebuilt on the Euphrates. (251.)

The literature, the philanthropy, the government, and often the real

Christianity of the day is advancing— and that with most successful

efforts—that system which God has named BABYLON THE GREAT,

THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE

EARTH. (253.)

Her name is MYSTERY, because mone but those who are taught of

God to understand, will see into the real character of this SYSTEM.

(286.

#. May meetings of the religious world in London unconsciously

betray an entire ignorance of this great secular system that is arising

around them, and often vindicate those very principles which are

giving to that system its strength and greatness. (286.)

The Reformation has been one cause of this system : before that,

men were sinning in the dark : they struck off the fetters of super
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6 ANALYSIS OF

stition, to set the hands free for worldliness, and they have succeeded.

249.)

( [Compare with this some of the celebrated sentences of Froude's

Remains.] -

When Antichrist is about to arise, Babylon will be in the height of

its glory. At that time the horns are not crowned, whilst the Beast

carries the woman. The crowns will, at that period, be on the heads

of the Dragon, i.e. on those systems by which Satan will order (just

as he is now doing) the affairs of the Roman earth. (286.)

The crowns are on the systems now rather than on the monarchs who

are virtually subserving those systems. (286.)

[Thus the crown of England is really worn by the merchants, manu

facturers, and Stock Exchange, constituting, in England, the Baby

lonish system. This, if it were in the prophetical time not yet developed,

would be one of the horns of the Beast: it is so in principle now.]

This is a mercy to the individual who rules; for no one could pos

sibly be saved who wears a diadem after it has been transferred from

the heads of the Dragon. (286.)

Constitutions, charters, and codes of law, and all those insti

tutions of states which inhibit pure despotism, and do not allow

monarchs to “lean on themselves alone,” are, coupled with the com

mercial system, the crowned heads of the Babylonish aera.]

Revelations, xvii. 10, 11. This is explained thus: —The native

monarchy of Nimrod — the theocracy of Israel — the systematic de

spotic monarchy of Nebuchadnezzar—the aristocratic monarchy o

Persia— the military monarchy of Alexander—the monarchy of the

Caesars arising out of democracy — the constitutional monarchies or

modern Europe. These are the seven kings. . The sixth was existing

when the Revelation was given; the seventh has since come, but has

not yet been perfected; the eighth (Antichrist) closes the scene. (288.)

[These extracts have displayed the prophetic picture, according to

Mr. Newton's interpretation, ready to produce Antichrist, and just

before that great event takes place. We must, however, notice two

others, the persecution of the saints in Babylon, and the driving away

of Christians from Jerusalem: the former takes place indefinitely in

time; the latter immediately before the production of Antichrist by

the Devil.]

The persecution of the saints in Babylon, or by its power. Itev.

xviii. 24. “In her was found the blood of prophets and of saints, and

of all that were slain upon the earth.” — xix. “Alleluia: true and

righteous are his judgments, for he hath judged the great whore which

§ corrupt the earth with her fornication, and hath avenged the blood

of his servants at her hand.” —xvii. 6. “I saw the woman drunken

with the blood of the saints and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus.”

To account for this description of the mystical Babylon, Mr. Newton

says, that, in the deathlike silence which will prevail as to the truth

under the system of Babylon a few will be called out for the Lord in

the very heart of the prophetic earth. (279.)

They will testify of the coming of the Lord, of the grace in the blood

of Jesus, &c.; and their testimony will be with power, and Satan will

crush it by means of the ten kingdoms over which Babylon will reign.

279.)

( Babylon will be a fierce persecutor before its course is run. (286.)

These martyrs seem to be Protestants; and through Protestantism

[somewhere to be in the regions of Babylon] there will arise SOME
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whose aggressiveness will disturb the quiet of the Babylonish system,

and thus furnish an excuse for persecution. (286.)

And thus Protestantism, which has always, even in its best days,

sought refuge in the secular arm rather than in God, will be made to

prove thatº who lean upon any thing instead of God, lean upon a

broken reed, which is sure to run into the hand and pierce it. (286.)

The liberalism also of that day will dislike real Christianity. (286.)

ſº. Babylonish persecution will then be against some Protestants;

and though the persons so persecuted will be martyrs, yet they will, in

that particular, have to learn a lesson of their own errors, and to be

chastised for them.]

The persecution of Christians in Jerusalem. This is an event which

is to take place immediately before the exhibition of Antichrist; and

this is the true explanation of the twelfth chapter of Revelations. (187

—154.)

The woman clothed withthe sun, crowned with twelve stars, and having

the moon under her feet, is Christianity, such as she willbe exhibited when

she will stand forth before the nations, in the power of the presence of

the glory of Christ, and the unearthly glory of the risen saints. (189.)

Christianity will be found in Jerusalem at the time when the ten

kingdoms of the Roman world will be reaching the zenith of their

glory. (144.)

It is evident from the twenty-fourth chapter of Matthew that

Christianity will, at that period, be found in Jerusalem. (144.)

These Christians will be chiefly converted Jews. (144.)

Seeing how the Gentile Christians have become wise in their own

conceits, and have betrayed the truth of Christ, it is not credible that

the closing testimony in Jerusalem should be entrusted to them. (96.)

They will be the great object of the Devil’s hatred and dread. (144.)

The Devil will be holding (just as he now does) the full control

of the Roman earth. (144.)

The Christians in Jerusalem will be rejected and persecuted; and,

like Stephen,º will be taken to have a better glory than the mere

glory of earth: they will be taken into the glory “to rule all nations

with a rod of iron.” (145.)

“The man-child,” in the twelfth chapter, is an emblem of indi

* born to inherit a certain portion of strength in Jerusalem.

146.

( Satan will bring the power of the ten kingdoms of the Roman earth

against the “man-child” born in Jerusalem. (147.)

Who would have thought that a few poor Christians in Jerusalem

were to be the child of a parent so glorious? Who would see, in the

movement of the ten kingdoms to persecute these Christians, Satan

directing the power of these haughty diadems ? (140.) -

It is this act of Satan in bringing the power of the ten kingdoms of

the Roman earth against the man-child born in Jerusalem, that causes

the first act of Divine vengeance to be executed against Satan. (147.)

On account of this persecution Satan is banished from heaven for

ever. This will be through the instrumentality of Angelic power. (147

and 153.) It will be done by the angel Michael. (153.)

Satan, being cast down from heaven, sets about exalting his servant

Antichrist and persecuting the woman. (148.)

Before this he persecuted Christians, now he seeks to drive away

Christianity itself from the earth. (148.)
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But Christianity will flee away from the Devil; it will leave the re

fined regions of the Roman earth, and seek a refuge amongst unci

vilised nations. (149.)

These nations for their own sakes, that they may preserve their in

stitutions and their laws, will arise and shield persecuted Christianity

from destruction. (149.)

Just before the manifestation of Antichrist the nations deny or are

about to deny the creative power of God—[i. e. turn Atheists.] (201)

On this, men are sent to every city and village in the prophetic earth

to give warning, and preach the everlasting Gospel. (202.) ,

Another mission of warning will then be given against those who

are inclined to submit themselves to Antichrist. (203.)

After the Dragon (Satan) had in Jerusalem, and the land of Israel,

persecuted Christianity, and had driven the woman out of Palestine into

the wilderness, he will go down to the Mediterranean Sea, and stand

ing on the shore, with the countries of the East behind him, will call up

from the Western sea, into the great countries of the East, one whom

he will make Lord of the East and the West together. (163.)

Some suppose that Antichrist will be a person restored to life from

the invisible world: but on this Mr. Newton expresses no positive

opinion. (287.)

[It is understood at Plymouth that Antichrist may probably be

Napoleon restored to life from the dead.]

Satan will not call up from the sea an unknown stranger, but one

already fitted for the place for which Satan designs him to be his

associate. (162.)

“We find in Napoleon also the same habit of putting down kings,

setting up others in their stead, and then taking the supreme place

over them.” (178.)

Satan will glorify with all his glory an individual man. (159.)

In him will be combined the majesty and outward glory of ancient
empires, the perfection of worldlyji. and knowledge, supremacy

in arts and arms, and all the varied splendour of oriental and western

monarchs. (159.)

All varieties of intellectual power, and all diversities of outward

greatness will be combined in one man. (159.)

He will be the greatest wit, poet, statesman, conqueror, and king

that ever lived. (160.)

He will possess the savage fierceness of conquest. (165.)

Satan will make it his object to exalt this mighty monarch: the

hearts, tongues, and energies of men will soon be directed by Satan,

around this object of his choice. (161.)

Powers of working miracles will also be given; and thus in every

way man will be deceived and fascinated. (161.)

Infidelity (to Christ) will, like a flood, even as in a moment, spread

over the whole face of the Roman earth, and all of it will addict itself

to Antichrist. (205.)

This is the great ruler of the Roman earth during the time that the

two witnesses of God are prophesying in sackcloth. (161.) -

[Though Antichrist may be one restored to life from the dead, yet]

he will appear before the world as from Greece; for in Greece aſ:

the refinements and elegancies of civilisation have found their birth

place and home. (163.)

We cannot doubt that Antichrist will be of Grecian origin. (178.)
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... At the time of the rising of Antichrist all plenitude of authority and

influence will be possessed by Babylon, (253.)

The first exhibition of Antichrist, or his advance towards his final

greatness, will be as a minister of Babylon. He will become executive

agent of all her power. (253.) [This perhaps means that he will be

prime minister of BABYLON.] -

Antichrist at first sustains Babylon, in a somewhat inferior place;

he is then only the servant of Satán, and subordinately to him holds the

authority of the political and moral system of Babylon. (162.)

At this time Babylon is the head of the Roman empire divided into

ten kingdoms, and in them all constitutional monarchy and commerce

prevail, as already explained. (253.)

A system, however, like that of Babylon, will ill suit the individual

ambition of Antichrist. (257.)

He will have no taste for constitutional monarchies: he will not

submit to be legislated for by the classes of the wealthy, nor any other

classes. (257.) -

As soon as Antichrist arises into his greatness, he will sweep away

the ruling systems of the great Babylonish aera, and establish indi

viduality again : (152.) [i. e. He will put down constitutions, parlia

; trade, and the monetary influence, and establish himself absolute

1ng.

[The system of the Stock Exchange, the influence of the monied

classes, and the merchants, and the aristocracy of wealth, as already

explained—all these Antichrist will set aside, to exalt himself.]

As Antichrist throws off the influence of the BABYLONISH

SYSTEM to exalt himself, the ten kings of the ten kingdoms will

gladly own him as their Lord. (258.)

The yoke of the Babylonish system is a hard yoke upon the ten con

stitutional kings; and besides this the democratic pressure, perpetually

* could scarcely be resisted finally, even by Babylon itself.

258.)

All the ten kings will concur in giving their glory to him. (162.)

The ten kings will gladly take refuge under the arm of Antichrist

as set up by Satan, and will join with him in destroying THE SYS

TEM which has really made them slaves, and in many things left them

less liberty than the meanest of their subjects. (258.)

[The Devil, Antichrist, and the ten kings will unite in putting an

end to the Babylonish system. They will destroy the constitutional

forms of government, annihilate trade and manufactures, and put an

end to Christianity as then existing in the ten kingdoms.]

“The ten kings will hate the whore (Babylon) and make her deso

late and naked, and burn her flesh with fire,” i. e. they will put an end

to the system : they will not destroy the city. (258.).

The Devil will raise up out of Palestine one who is to be the great

High Priest of the worship of Antichrist. (168.)

He will stand in the presence of the King, and will exercise this

mighty monarch's power. It will be the first time in the world's his

tory when there will be a strict union between the ecclesiastical head

of religion and the secular throne. (170.)

The general religion will be idolatrous, and will be sustained by

miracles. (170.) -

The Priest and Prophet of Antichrist will place the image of Anti

christ in the temple of Jerusalem, and will miraculously give life to

the image, and enable it to speak.
A 5
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He will cause all who do not worship the image to be put to

death. (170.)

This is the abomination of desolation spoken of by Daniel and our

Lord. (170.)

The time of this persecution, and the duration of this power, is

twelve hundred and sixty days. (171.)

Immediately before the twelve hundred and sixty days, Jerusalem,

then restored to dignity and greatness, with its temple in grandeur, will

be resting under the shadow of the great chief of the Gentiles (Anti

christ). (123.) -

The people of Jerusalem will for a little season be deceived by his

flatteries, and then be suddenly grasped for destruction. (123.)

But when the 1260 days begin, by planting the image of Antichrist

in Jerusalem, Christians withdraw from Judah and Jerusalem. (124.)

At this time the two witnesses clothed in sackcloth will in Jerusalem

begin their testimony. (124.)

Mr. Newton in pages 124-5 circumstantially describes the topics

which constitute the subject-matter of their preaching:—

They will not preach the remission of sins. (I§
They will not preach salvation. (125.)

Fire will wait upon the word of their lips, and will consume their

enemies. (125.)

The witnesses are two individuals, and perhaps Moses and Elijah

brought again upon earth. (126.)

During their testimony, which lasts 1260 days, Antichrist will
glorify himself in Jerusalem, where he and his image will be wor

shipped. (127.)

His throne of glory will be in Jerusalem. (233.)

The two witnesses will testify in vain, amongst the apostate Jews,

and at the end of their testimony they will be put to death. (127.)

For three days and a half their bodies lie unburied in the streets of

Jerusalem. (127.)

Their natural bodies revive at the end of the three days and a half;

they are not changed and glorified. (135.)

Before however they are put to death the two witnesses succeed in

making some converts amongst the Jews—these are the 12,000 sealed

out of every tribe of Israel. (98.) -

These converts only understand repentance, they are not acquainted

with salvation and remission of sins. They are objects of persecution,

but in it all have no present rest in God. They cannot say, “The Lord

is my shepherd.” They are not delivered from persecution and dis

tress till the Lord comes. (134. 112.)

During these events, that is, during the 1260 days, the plagues of

the eighth chapter of Revelations take place... The earth, the sea, the

fountains, with the rivers and the heavens, will be smitten. (104.)

This will cause great consternation in Tyre, Jerusalem, and Babylon.
105.

( ºrm devils, though not visible, will come forth out of the pit,

and will horribly torment the apostate empire of Antichrist. (107.j

There will however be another plague in the reign of Antichrist;

four angels will be let loose from the Euphrates, and with them [two

hundred thousand] devils invisible, who will slay a third part of men.

109.
-

( fºulin to these, during the last days of Antichrist, there are

also the visitations of the 6th chapter of Revelations, which will be
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war, famine, multiplied destruction by the sword, hunger, and wild

beasts. (78.)

[These destroy a fourth part of the earth, vi. 8; so that this, added to

the destruction brought about by the two hundred thousand invisible

demons, makes the destruction amount to pretty nearly two-thirds of

the inhabitants of the earth.]

There will also be the visitations of the sixteenth chapter of Revela

tions, which will be “minutely fulfilled.” (227.) The sea will become

as the blood of dead men, the sun will scorch unusually, and the whole

kingdom of Antichrist will be full of darkness—the subjects of Anti

christ will be smitten with sores. (227.) [In addition to this, the foun

tains will be turned into blood.]

Notwithstanding all these desolating plagues, the nations that have

apostatised from God will be eating and drinking, marrying and giving

*ºurs a character of profanity and riot. (“End of

the Age,” 17.

M. about this time, towards the end, and apparently just at the

end of the twelve-hundred and sixty §. of Antichrist's reign, after a

warning” had been given that the fall of Babylon was near at hand,

the Son of Man will descend on a white cloud to reap the harvest of the

earth. (204.) -

“The earth” does NOT mean here the prophetic earth, as inter

pººl in all the previous passages by Mr. Newton (205-6), but is to

e understood of all professing Christendom out of the confines of

Antichrist's dominion; India, America, Australia, Africa, Holland,

Ireland, Russia, Germany, Sweden, and Norway: in these places the

angels will separate the tares from the wheat, and gather in the wheat

into heaven. (207.)

This also is the coming of the Son of Man in his glory, as described

in Matt. xxv. 3. He will come on the throne of his glory, which will be

in the air, and the saints will not be with him. (“End of the Age,” 21.)

“Before him shall be gathered all nations.” . This does not mean all

nations, but only those nations that have professed to be Christian.

Neither does it include the Roman earth, which is then in a state of

apostasy. (“End of the Age,” 22.)

The sheep and the goats are evidently words of profession. (Id.)

This scene, however, in Matt. xxv. is not one of judgment. It is

ronouncing their award, and recognising the fact that certain nations

}. been long known to be goats and sheep. In principle it differs

nothing from the way in which the righteous and the wicked are

treated now, when from day to day they are cut off by death. (“End

of the Age,” 23.)

The scene is NOT one ofjudgment. (“End of the Age,” 22.)

It is only in the fourteenth chapter of Revelations, from the 14th

verse to the end of the chapter, that Christendom is mentioned. (213.)

[The reaping will not take place in England, which will then be

worshipping Antichrist, but it will take place in Ireland, at that time

professing Christianity, and in Holland also, but not in Belgium.]

The reaping of this great day, in which the Son of Man will appear

in his glory, does not reach any part of Antichrist's dominions. Anti

christ, on the contrary, and his Prophet, will begin to gather together

* The warning voice in Rev. xviii. 4., “Come out of her, my people,” is ad

dressed to a remnant of Israel, who are thus summoned to quit the city of

Babylon. (289.)
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all his great armies from the Euphrates to England, to fight against

the Lord. (220.)

The coming of the Son of Man into Christendom (not into the pro

hetic earth), and the taking of the saints to meet him into the air

#. thence, is an event of which no duration is fixed by Mr. Newton:

it begins certainly in the reign of Antichrist, apparently towards the

end of it: how long it lasts is not stated; but as soon as the saints are

taken into the clouds, at that moment does the Lord give the final blow

to Babylon. (298.)

The fall of Babylon is effected by barbarous myriads of central Asia.

(228.) The river Euphrates will be dried up in order to allow a pas

sage for those fierce Eastern nations to attack Babylon, (227.)

The gathering of the Asiatic nations against Babylon will be con

temporaneous with the gathering of the nations in the dominions of

Antichrist, that is, in the Roman world, to Armageddon. (234.)

The capture of Babylon by the Asiatic nations will not be its de

struction; for before they shall have settled themselves in the enjoyment

%their conquest “the day of the Lord” supervenes, and destruction

alls upon* and those that had captured it, from the Lord him

self. (233.

The stars will not give their light at that time, and the sun and

moon will be darkened: the heavens will be shaken, and the earth re

moved out of her place. (234.)

[About the time of the muster, great, hailstones, each weighing a

talent, fall on the heads of Antichrist's subjects, and every island flees

away, and the mountains are not found. England therefore disappears.

Mr. Newton omits these circumstances. See Rev. xv. 21.]

The finale of Antichrist is after he has mustered all his empire to

fight against the Lord. His muster takes place whilst the Asiatic na

tions are mustering against Babylon. In order to bring together all

his armies, spirits" of devils working miracles, by the immediate bid

ding of Satan, Antichrist, and his High Priest, and commissioned also

by God, will from England to the Euphrates bring together all the

regiments in the dominion of Antichrist to Armageddon. (228.)

There is no battle in Armageddon, neither is there any destruction

there. It is the place only of muster. The great battle between Anti

christ and the Lord takes place in the valley of Jehoshaphat, close to

the walls of Jerusalem. (234.)

After the mustering at Armageddon, the great armies of Antichrist

encamp against Jerusalem. Part of the tribe of Judah will be without

the walls, leagued with the invading Gentiles in fighting against Jeru

salem. These will be first saved [converted] during the siege, and

strengthened, and then after that the house of David and the inhabit

ants of* city of Jerusalem, and they shall destroy their enemies.

289–90. -

( [Thus, after the great review of his troops in Armageddon, and the

mustering of all the kings there, Antichrist marches to Jerusalem to

besiege it. The Jews are in his army, but during the progress of the

siege they are converted, and turn against Antichrist.]

- The Lord, the Heavenly Bridegroom, is now invested with power

to meet the great enemy. The saints join him, and fall into the train

of his glory. (299.) Angels also accompany them. (316.) In the

* [These spirits of devils who undertake to march the armies to Armageddon,

are THREE in number. Rev. XVI. 14. They are also like frogs, omitted

by Mr. Newton.] -f *

*
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valley of Jehoshaphat the great victory takes place. The day of the

Lord comes upon Antichrist's armies as they are surrounding Jerusa

lem. (234.)

[In the matter of the siege of Jerusalem, we find many things which

we are unable to explain. It is, indeed, described in this scheme as a

siege; but who it is that is besieged, and by what power the city is held

so as to be an object of siege to Antichrist and all the Roman world,

we are not informed. Jerusalem had all along been the seat of Anti

christ's government and glory, nor do we hear of any event that had

dispossessed him of the city. Nevertheless, he comes with the ten

kings against Jerusalem; and England, Mr. Newton assures us, will

be one of the nations that will come to the siege. (“Day of the Lord,”

7.) But all this gathering and this preparation for besieging the city

seems to be the calling into play a vast machinery without any de

finite object. It cannot be said that the two witnesses hold Jerusalem

against Antichrist, who is continually described as a persecuting

tyrant in that locality, all the days of his reign, which terminates

simultaneously, that is, on the same day with the testimony of the two

witnesses. “Antichrist will be Pharaoh and Ahab in one person, and

those who are around him will be like their king. The servants of

God (the two witnesses) will testify in the midst of them; but their

testimony will be in vain. They will complete their testimony and

fall.” (127), “The Gentiles tread under foot Jerusalem 1260 days.”

(131.) “The testimony of the witnesses, the times of the Gentiles,

and the reign of Antichrist, end simultaneously.” (131.) These are

the statements to be considered; they represent the two witnesses as

martyrs rather than successful opponents of Antichrist, and fix the

dates precisely. We repeat, therefore, there is no assignable cause for

the siege. If “ the Gentiles tread under foot Jerusalem 1260 days,”

they do possess it all the time of Antichrist's reign ; or, in other words,

he, the Lord of the Gentiles, actually possesses it to the end. The

siege therefore is against himself and his own power. We cannot

possibly come to any other conclusion, according to the statements

that are laid before us.

We have also to enquire, seeing that the testimony of the two wit

messes and the reign of Antichrist end on the same day, where we are

to place the following events: “And they that dwell upon earth shall

rejoice over them, and make merry, and send gifts to one another,

because these two prophets tormented them that dwelt on the earth.”

xi. 10. The day on which the witnesses finish their testimony is the

day of Antichrist's fall—they are “simultaneous events.” On that

day (a day of twelve hours— so Mr. Newton says,) the Lord himself

§ come into the scene, and there will be general destruction in the

Roman earth. How then can they who dwell upon the earth—a space

defined for us in this place to “be from Nile to the Euphrates”—(ſ35.)

“make merry, and send gifts to one another ?”

Mr. Newton has in part endeavoured to meet this difficulty in his

notes; but it is only in part, and serves only, as far as it goes, to shew

his perplexity: “I do not doubt that the three days and a half durin

which the witnesses lie dead are to be included in the generalj
of their testimony; just as if, speaking in general terms of our Lord's

sojourn on earth, we should include the whole period from his birth to

his ascension, and not make an exception of the three days during

which he was in death, Indeed, this must be so, if the identity of the

forty-two months and the 1260 days be admitted; for I suppose no
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one will say that the period of exultation over the bodies of the two

witnesses was after Jerusalem had ceased to be trodden down.” (131.)

The illustration here introduced of the period of our Lord's ministry

is wholly irrelevant. We have no data from Scripture to fix the

duration of that ministry with any thing like certainty; it is a notori

ous subject of dispute which has never been settled — the variations

of time being considerable, according to the several plans proposed.

But in the question of the two witnesses we have a definite date of

§. days numbered to us, both in months and in days; and as Mr.

ewton is so well acquainted with the circumstances of this scene as

to fix “the very moment” (125.) when the witnesses begin their

testimony, and as the days of their testimony are accurately numbered

to us in the text, we cannot by any means allow this latitude of in

terpretation in order to escape from a difficulty. ...Thus then that very

thing which Mr. Newton “supposes no one will say” is the truth

that cannot be concealed. It is plain that, according to his own plan,

the three days and a half of the exposure of the bodies of the wit

messes is after the fall of Antichrist. For they fall and he falls on the

same day: and though this opens to us a vista of endless difficulties,

yet it must so stand, and many days beyond must be allowed in order

to give time for those that “ dwell upon earth to make merry, and

to send gifts to one another.”]

Other events at this period are here introduced from “The Day of

the Lord,” a recent publication by Mr. Newton. The nations that

will be gathered against Jerusalem to battle will take it, prostrate it,

and divide the spoil. (“Day of the Lord,” 8.)

The Lord himself will really go forth and fight (8): this will be

much more plainly than when of old he fought for Israel. (9.)

Theº Gentile nations gathered together at that time will have

their tents full of gold and silver and rich apparel. (13.)

The Lord will stand. the Mount of Olives (10.), and the moun

tain will then instantly cleave asunder. (11.)

Upon the mountain will stand with him all the saints that have been

from the foundation of the world. From Abel down to the last saint

taken into glory. There will not be one absent. (12.)

Christians are particularly called upon to believe that they will

stand upon the Mount of Olives: “Take care that you remember,

it is the place where you are soon to stand.” (13.)

Israel, at that moment, instead of being prepared to receive the Lord

their God, will flee away in terror and dismay. (18.)

In the day that the Lord stands on the Mount of Olives, it will be

literally one day of twelve hours. The sun will be entirely darkened,

it will be utter and complete darkness. Nevertheless there will be

lightnings which will illuminate the scene. It will be a day of de

struction. (14.)

In the evening it will be light again. The natural sources of light

will be peacefully and quietly restored. There will be a peaceful sun

set that evening. (14.)

Some Jews will be spared through the destruction of that day, they

will be dealt with in grace, and will be converted. (15.)

There will be messengers sent to preach the Gospel with power in

the millennial day. º;
Antichrist and his prophet or priest are taken, and are cast alive

into a lake of fire burning with brimstone: and the rest of his mighty

armies are slain, and the fowls eat their flesh. (801.)
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The Jews who have been converted during the siege will also have

a hand in this slaughter, as already stated. (290.)

Satan is now taken prisoner, and shut up in the pit. (301.)

Now begins the period of the “Morning Star. It is of consider
able duration, in which many nations will be judged.—Moab, Edom,

and the nations occupying ū. districts in the centre of Asia north

east of Persia, Bokhara, &c. (317.)

Between the coming of the Lord to punish Antichrist, and the com

mencement of the Millennium there is an interval in which the Lord

retires into Heaven with his Saints. In this interval, whilst judg

ments are pouring upon Edom, Moab, and others, the Jews who had

been brought to repentance by the two witnesses, are left upon earth,

a mourning remnant, in the midst of the general desolations. When

he returns, he pours upon them the Spirit, and converts them. (134.)

[These are the Jews who dwell in Jerusalem during the Millennium:

their number seems to be 144,000; and to these we may add the Jews

who had been converted during the siege of Antichrist.]

The MILLENNIUM will then begin; which is, however, only a step

onwards to a more blessed period, the dispensation of the fulness of

times. (304.) -

The Lord with his risen saints will be in heavenly glory and in

divine power; they will also share with him his lower glories, as when

seen standing around him on Mount Zion, and in a still lower sphere

º the power which he will exercise on the earth in Jerusalem.

804.

( They who are counted worthy to attain that age and resurrection,

are freed from all earthly character, and are made like the angels.

(305.)

The twelve Apostles will set on twelve thrones, judging the twelve

tribes of Israel. (304.)

The raised saints will be for purposes of government in Jerusa

lem; but the inhabitants of Palestine, who, not having died, and not

having been raised, will be strictly in an earthly condition, will be able

to meet the raised saints without terror, owing to the help of the

Spirit which will be poured out from on high. (305.)

The raised saints will give aid and counsel to the earthly rulers of

Jerusalem. (305.)

Angels also will be there — that is, in Jerusalem. This will be a

government of peace and moral rest in Immanuel's land. (306.)

There also the lion will feed with the kid. (306.)

The nations will cease from war. (306.) The earth will be peopled

from pole, to pole; the population will be children of persons who

perhaps all of them have known and feared the Lord. (309.)

The earth will be freed from the curse which now rests immediately

upon it. The sun will not scorch, nor the tempest destroy, norman

toil with the sweat of his brow. (307.)

Creation, however, will not yet be brought into the glorious liberty

of the sons of God. Death and corruption will exist, but be repressed,

and this in men, trees, plants and animals. The necessity of repres.

sion will argue the presence of evil. (307–8.)

The glory of the risen saints upon Zion, and the brightness and

holiness of the heavenly city above [visible in the higher regions] will

be before men's eyes. (309.)

The heavenly city in the Millennium descends so as not to be in

Heaven, neither upon the earth. [It is aloft, but visible.] (195.)
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Mount Zion's summit will be miraculously exalted above the hills,

as if to meet the heavenly city suspended above it. (196.)

The earthly Jerusalem will be builded around its base (192.); and

on the top of Zion the heavenly glory will be made visible to the eyes

of men. It will be emphatically the citadel of Jerusalem. (198.)

At the end of the Millennium the population of the whole world,

headed by Satan, then let loose from the pit, will come up in battle

array against the beloved city and the camp of the saints. (309.)

Men, in multitude as the sand of the sea, will be gathered in con

federacy against God. (310.)

On this the judgment” of the great white throne takes place. Earth

and Heaven flee away, and no place is found for them. The dead,

small and great, are judged: Death and Hades are cast into the lake

of fire. (310.)

The heavenly Jerusalem which had been apart from the earth (and

yet visible) during the Millennium now descends into it. (310.)

The Bride is not introduced into the Millennial earth. (300.)

The New Jerusalem is a cube in dimensions. (329.

There will be no more sea on the new earth after the Millennium.

3.18.)

( All things will then be made new : new spheres will be opened for

the exercise of the power of those who shall reign in life. (31.1.)

The new earth will be the CENTRE of the economy and order of

creation. (311. 335.)

The tenth verse of the 21st chapter of Revelations speaks of the

New Jerusalem descending at the commencement of the Millennium

towards the earth; the second verse of that chapter describes it de

scending into the earth. (335.)

After the Millennium flesh will cease to be ; and all will be brought

into a suitability of condition to Him who is the Lord from Heaven.

(318.)

* The judgment after the Millennium is of the many millions who were

converted to God during the Millennium. Mr. Newton does not state that any

of the wicked will be judged at all on that occasion. (318.)

[The day of judgment, as generally understood, takes place a little before the

overthrow of Antichrist, but reaches not the prophetic earth. There is no day of

judgment for the prophetic earth at all. The wicked are punished and trampled

to death upon the earth there by the Lord himself in the collision with Anti

christ.]
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T H E A N A L Y S I S.

Such is the picture of events in the future history of the world as

delineated by Mr. Newton in his interpretation of the prophetic book of

Scripture. It is indeed such a picture, that it might be safely left to

itself to prove its own mistakes. Arguments cannot be wanting to

detect them; they are too glaring and of too gigantic proportions to

escape the notice of even the feeblest student of Scripture. They are

an aggregate of romantic improbabilities ranging far beyond the limits

of the most capricious fancy, and leaving, not only faith, but even im

agination far in the background. That a mind so sober as Mr. New

ton's, aided by more than an average portion of talent, should have

invested such speculations with even a temporary reality is a surprisin

phenomenon; and still more surprising is it, that other minds of varie

calibre, and of widely different peculiarities, should have been so far

influenced as to yield their assent to this system of prophetical inter

pretation. Mr. Newton has several followers, but surely none of them

can have given themselves the trouble to draw up a Tableau, such as

is here faithfully represented in this analysis, of that which they have

adopted. It is indeed one thing to present a series of events in irre

gular order, or rather, we should say, in systematic disarray,+ whilst

each change of scene, in time and place, is ushered in and dismissed

with eloquent words, which for the most part avoid all tangible speci

fications, and another to put those events in the plain succession of

time; to compare collateral circumstances, and to place in juxtaposition

contemporary actions, avoiding as much as possible all rhetorical dress;

and reducing to the ledger form the graceful and airy descriptions of

a poetic style. But this is the process to which every prophetic

system must be submitted. Prophecy is, after all, an historical antici

pation. If we contemplate prophecy in Scripture, it is concealed in

symbolical language, or abruptly inserted without notice in the midst

of events then present in the lifetime of the prophet; but, if we attempt

to decypher those symbols or to separate the future from the past or

the present, we must be content to do so in a plain and intelligible form.

Our statement must be such that it may be read as future history as a

relation of facts to come : the success of our interpretation must in no

way depend on management or on the ornament of language. Mr.

Newton in some of his other writings has shewn himself eminently

successful in detecting the errors of shallow thinkers, and in exposing

the fallacy, or, it may be, the disengenuousness of their syllogisms: he

can be cool, considerate, and cautious in the examination of words,

and can ably point out their use and abuse: it is therefore to be ex

pected that his own statements should be well weighed, carefully an
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alysed, and considerately examined ; and we should expect that they

would come forth from the examination so tested as to pass current.

It is surely therefore a service done to the students of prophecy

to present to them Mr. Newton's system in an intelligible form, and

purposely divested of the fascination of words: it will enable them not

only to comprehend what they believe, andeither to detect the illusions

which they have been following, or altogether to disprove their existence.

And truly the starting point of these erroneous hermeneutics is to be

sought for in the peculiarities of Mr. Newton's own mind. It is his

own mental idiosyncrasy which is the parent of the system now before

us. In his interpretation Babylon is every thing, and Babylon is

clearly the embodying of his own private feelings, which, having been

first nurtured in the cloisters of Oxford (owing, doubtless, a good

deal of their first form to the external impressions of that antique

abode of study, but since that modified by some religious mutations of

the deeply pensive order,) have at last come forth into that perfect

form of maturity which excite our astonishment in the “Thoughts on

the Apocalypse.” º

Without the Babylon of Mr. Newton's feelings no part of his system

could assume form or consistency; it enters into every scene of the

tragedy which he has composed; all the rest is but subordinate, and is

of necessity proceeding from it. What then is Babylon P. The em

bodying of Mr. Newton's private opinions on the political and social

tendencies of the great European community. The antecedent pages

will have sufficiently explained his sentiments, and will have exhibited

the interpreter as deeply imbued with those political ideas which are

now scarcely any where to be found, but which used to be too well

known in that sorrowful aera when the Stuart dynasty was waging its

long war of treachery or violence against the English Constitution.

Mr. Newton's feelings about Government are not Conservative (accord

ing to the modern phrase), they are the antique ultra-Tory of the

closing days of the House of Stuart, such indeed as the Oxford Convo

cation * avowed in the reign of Charles II., though that learned body

*

* The decree of the University of Oxford, which was published in the year

1683, after calling that miserable reprobate, Charles II., “the anointed of the

Lord, and the breath of their nostrils,” proceeds to select several sentiments pub

lished within the last twenty years by the advocates of civil and religious liberty.

Some of these sentiments are as follows: “ The sovereignty of England is in

the three estates, king, lords, and commons; the king has but a coordinate power,

and may be overruled by the other two.”—“It is lawful for subjects, without the

consent, and against the command of the supreme magistrate, to enter into

leagues, covenants, and associations, for defence of themselves and their religion.”

—“There lies no obligation upon Christians to passive obedience, when the

prince commands any thing against the laws of the country.”—“It is not

lawful for superiors to impose any thing in the worship of God that is not ante

cedently necessary.”—“We decree, judge, and declare all and every of these

propositions to be false, seditious, and impious, and most of them heretical and

blasphemous.”

The University of Cambridge, at the same period, thus published its political

creed : “We believe and maintain that our princes derive not their title from

the people, but from God; that to him only they are accountable.”—“That it

belongs not to subjects either to create or censure, but to honour and obey their

sovereign, who comes to be so by a fundamental hereditary right of succession,

which no religion,no law, no fault or forfeiture can alter or diminish.” This, in other

words, is the political creed of Mr. Newton. It is to be seen, passim, in his Lectures
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found ample opportunity, in the reign of his successor, themselves

ractically to contradict and confute this creed of servility, which they

É. thus consecrated by a solemn decree. Wherever there is a consti

tution, or wherever the plenitude of arbitrary dominion is checked by

any safeguard of any popular law or charter—wherever the rights of

the people are protected by any legal provision, so as that the people

may recognise their rights and feel an interest in them, there Mr.

Newton sees criminality and corruption, and a provocation of the

wrath of God. His favourite pattern of government is the gorgeous impe

rial sovereignty oftheºNebuchadnezzar, to whom, as to a sort of

representative of all Gentile kings, he imagines was intrusted the form,

and order, and license of all other governments. To rule like that levia

than of the Chaldean empire with absolute and uncontrolled sway,

without any let or hindrance from nobles or people, without any whis

per of intervening laws, customs, privileges, immunities, codes, or

charters granted to the people, or obtained by the sense of their own

need,—this, in Mr. Newton's thoughts, is a holy and divine form of

government. Then the Horn wears the Diadem; but when, as in Eng

land, there are constitutional barriers against oppression, the horn be

comes maked, and the diadem is then in reality on the head of the devil,

who is strongest in the social arrangements of man when the people

are guarded by civil and religious liberties from the aggressions of

despotism. It is not easy to put Mr. Newton's views on this subject

in a light so strong as he contemplates them—we do not exaggerate

his statements—and it is to be hoped that the reader will himself take

the trouble to verify the many references to his work which are given

in the Analysis.

Partly as a matter of taste, but much more as emanating from this

view of Government, Mr. Newton emphatically stamps with religious

condemnation commerce, trade, manufactures, and every thing that

tends to raise, in the scale of society, the class of roturiers, the ignoble

but industrious members of the commonwealth, who, through the

various engagements of trade, often rise into opulence, and conse

quently into importance, and sometimes into stations of power and

dignity. This is a phenomenon that has been long known in England,

and of course it is one that is likely rather to increase than to diminish

in exhibition, owing to the skill and enterprise which so eminently

characterise this great and opulent though Babylonish country.

It will be seen with what disgust and aversion Mr. Newton views

the characteristic of this nation, and of every other nation that imitates

its criminal tendencies. The seeds of Babylon are, according to his

ideas, already sown in the soil of England; they have only to be trans

ferred to the banks of the Euphrates in order to produce that upas-tree

of abominations which is to envenom all the prophetic earth with its

poisonous shade. This aggregate of iniquity, constitutional monarchies,

commerce, manufactures, and the increasing prosperity of the indus

trial classes, Mr. Newton calls “the Babylonish system,” and it is

always with disgust and aversion that he speaks of it: with disgust,

because it militates with his most cherished feelings of taste, and intro

duces before his eyes “utility” in the place of the picturesque; and

on the Apocalypse, but especially where he is describing the Babylon of his

imagination, its rise, glory, and fall, and the great day of Anti-Christ. In a

concise sentence he embodies his idea of the sprouting of the Babylonish seed;

it is “when KINGs cease. To LEAN Upon THEMSElves.”
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with aversion, because it invests the plebeian order with a most imper

tinent and intrusive importance. The rise of commerce Mr. Newton

well knows has in too many instances synchronised with the decay of

feudal or monarchical oppression; it has too often in the European

history marked the elevation of the middle and the lower classes; it

has too often marred his beau-idéal of Oriental sovereignty, and for this

reason, then, as well as for others, it is imiquity; yea, it is one of the

prime abominations of the mystical mother of harlots. Commerce,

developing all its emergies in the full atmosphere of constitutional

monarchies, and going onwards unto unknown powers, is “THE

systEM,” so called by Mr. Newton, which is to bring the European

races into the plenitude of their imiquity: it is working already, he says,

and is under the especial patronage of Satan, and it is therefore against

this system that he directs all the peculiarities of his mental tempera

ment, —all the sensibilities of a contemplative life, –all the deductions

of his reading, — all the aversions of his classical taste, –and all the

antipathies of his devotional feelings. The serious and sober detestation

with which he speaks of trade, manufactures, and constitutional go

vernments, is quite a phenomenon, and one surely that ought to be

thoroughly studied by his scholars, for unless they fully enter into

Mr. Newton's feelings on these topics, and heartily accept his specu

lations on political and social institutes, they are quite mistaken in

supposing themselves to be his disciples. Unless they agree with him

in his estimate of social imiquity, and assent to his opinions on govern

ment and political economy— unless, in one word, they adopt his po

litical creed, they do not belong to his school; they may admire his

ingenious interpretation of some difficult chapters of the Apocalypse,

but truly they understand not his prophetical lectures unless they have

imbibed those sentiments to which the Babylon of his imagination owes

its airy existence. . In the Scriptures, the mystical Babylon is that

prodigy of crime whose fall is the jubilee of heaven and the emanci

pation of earth, and the Divine judgments seem to slumber till she is

conspicuously visited with vengeance for all her guilt: it is therefore

erfectly in keeping with his personal feelings that Mr. Newton should

}. decreed that commerce and constitutions shall be this mystical

Babylon, the mother of harlots, and abominations of the earth. This

history of this moral monster he portrays with all the powers of his

eloquence; and it is really instructive to see how he can leap over all

barriers of countless difficulties in order to build up the object of his

aversion, and to draw in the deepest colours of antipathy the great city

of his dreams, detestable in the days of her future glory for her schools,

her stock-exchange, her warehouses, her “comfortable prisons,” her

baths and wash-houses, her markets, quays, railways, parks, gardens,

hospitals, and public promenades, and‘. other hateful appendage

attesting her supremacy in commercial opulence, and her prosperity

under liberal institutions.

Something of this feeling, though in a feeble degree, we have occa

sionally met with elsewhere, but always and invariably amongst the

clerical class. We have heard clergymen talk, and seen them write

somewhat in the rudiments of these thoughts, and sometimes have

we heard them bearing their testimony of aversion against political

economy, trade, and liberal opinions; but with them it has been but a

few sparks of this grand fire which Mr. Newton has kindled in his

indignation, the light of which, flashing across the darkness of inter

vening ages, illuminates to our view the walls and bulwarks of that

metropolis of crime now only existing in “the people of dreams.”
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But here, in limine, we find the students oflºy called on to

enter into a field of inquiry from which we should have supposed they

would certainly have been exempt. Necessity is laid upon them first to

study history, and to gain some acquaintance with political doctrine;

to ascertain if Mr. Newton is right in those opinions which constitute

the foundation of everything he teaches on prophecy—unless, indeed,

they should be disposed to accept as axioms that which he constantly

assumes as first principles in theological ethics. If they accept his

opinions, or rather his feelings (always enunciated in the dogmatic

form), as unquestionable propositions, and if inquiry and an appeal to

, their own reasoning faculties to decide between good and evil, as deve

loped in history, are out of the question, they may indeed, in that case, on

false data reason rightly; but it is only for a short season that such a

process can be successful; in the end that which is untrue will be under

mined and fall, and the artificers of the ruined edifice will be much

damaged by the fall.

There is a notable passage in which Mr. Newton makes the pro

hets enunciate his own peculiar views, so that even inspiration

is called in as an auxiliary to establish his system of political ethics.

With reference to the second chapter of Daniel we have the fol

lowing remarks: “It is sufficient to say, as regards the history of

power, that the Gentile monarchs from the beginning, not knowing

God so as to lean upon him, and too weak to stand alone, exposed to

the jealousy and hatred of those whom they governed— a jealousy not

unfrequently earned by their own evil, found it necessary to lean upon

something inferior to themselves; and thus the character of power has

been deteriorated from age to age, until at last the monarchy of these

latter days has consented not only to own the people as the basis and

source of its power, but has also submitted to be directed in the exer

cise of that power by given rules prescribed to its subjects [e.g. laws,

and acts of Parliament]. The authority held by Nebuchadnezzar is

represented by fine gold; that of the constitutional monarchies of the

present hour, by iron mixed with miry clay. There never was a de

claration of Scripture more distinctly verified by facts than this (256.):

the great difference between the iron power of Rome and the clay-iron

power of present constitutional monarchies is this: The Emperor of

Rome, although professedly elected by the people or senate, was, after

he once possessed the power, absolute; whereas the monarch now

not only owns the people as the source of power, but is directed and

fettered in every action he performs; he is in fact merely the executive

agent of a ruling system.” (Id. note.)

As power then deteriorates in its despotic forces, it is represented by

minerals in a descending scale of value. Absolute despotism, the most

precious of all, by gold; constitutional monarchy, the most despicable

and odious, by clay mingled with iron. This certainly well expresses

Mr. Newton's feelings, but is far, indeed, from resolving the meaning

of the prophetic symbols. If the gold, the silver, the brass, and the iron

mixed with clay, in the image mentioned in the second chapter of Daniel,

teach “the history of power,” nothing could be less appropriate. The

series ought almost to be reversed, for a superior power destroyed the

Babylonish power, and that again was laid prostrate by power of a

higher order in the hands of the Macedonian conqueror. " If it be a

question of despotism or tyranny, which is probably the latent meaning

of Mr. Newton's word “power,” then surely despotism in the dominion

of the Persians must be considered complete: who, for instance, in the
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largest desires after despotism could have wished to add any ma

terials of arbitrary authority to the sceptre of a Darius or a Xerxes f

Then, again, was not Alexander despotic enough 2 or was there a de

ficiency of tyrannical elements in the hands of the Seleucidae and the

Ptolemies 2 and why represent the power of the Emperor of Rome as

if it were greatly inferior to that of Nebuchadnezzar? Was Tiberius

less powerful or less despotic than the King of Babylon 2 Was imperial

Rome less terrible to the nations thanº Babylon ? or was there

any thing to keep pace with this symbol of deteriorating authority in

the history of the emperors ºl, Surely every thing in history is plainly

ainst such a supposition. The people, once the acknowledged source

of power in the Roman Republic, had yielded up all their authority to

the Caesars: power therefore just exactly takes a contrary course here

to the plan of it as given by Mr. Newton; he sees kings robbed of

their despotism by the people, whereas in the iron of his image it is the

people that had been robbed of their power, which had been taken out

of their hands by the emperors. And here, as elsewhere, we find Mr.

Newton rowing hard against the current of history in his desire to esta

blish his#. principle. Contrary to notorious records of

historical events, he is ever seeing the progress of regal power, in his

rophetic earth, in a reverse order. . The history of Rome is against

#: the history of all Europe is against him; but, fully possessed with

the idea that .# kings originally leant upon themselves alone— which,

perhaps, was never true in the origin of any regal authority—he ever

teaches from this idea, and makes the Scriptures chime in with it; and

that, with a serenity of confidence that could seldom be surpassed in

the records of error.

Let us take a passage from any respectable historian telling us the

truth on this subject; we could turn to the history of any kingdom.

Hear what Robertson says; and what he here tells us is a specimen of

European history generally: —“When the Kings of France had thus

(in the reign of Louis XI.) engrossed every power which can be ex

erted in government; when the right of making laws, of levying

money, ofº: an army of mercenaries in constant pay, of de

claring war and concluding peace, centered in the crown, the constitu

tion of the kingdom, which under the first race of kings was nearly

democratical, which under the second race became an aristocracy,

terminated in the third in a pure monarchy. Every thing that tended

to preserve the appearance, or revive the memory, of the ancient mixed

government, seems from that period to have been industriously
avoided !” – Charles W. i. 202.

But if the story of despotism is sought for in a more remote anti

quity, we may find it pleasantly recounted by Herodotus in his first

book, where he narrates how Dejoces changed the antecedent form of

government from a popular to a monarchical form, persuading the

Medes to elect him as their monarch. This was the origin of power

or despotism amongst the Medes—it was taken from the people and

given to an elected king. “The history of power,” therefore, in this

specific instance, and one of no small importance in explaining

Daniel's image, cannot be adduced to prove that kings at the begin

ning leaned only on themselves, and d; afterwards their authority

was deteriorated by a mixture of popular influence in the government.

But there are other difficulties; for, if iron is a symbol of the imperial

despotism of Rome, how can it be said to be conjoined with miry

clay when we are called upon to see in that mixture a representation
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of constitutional monarchy Is the power of the British monarch

to be historically deduced from the imperial power of Rome 2 Is it

by any legal principle derived from it? has it any thing to do with

it? This is not a question of geography or of geographical divisions

of states, but is “the history of power.” Now, if the iron is the

power of the Caesars, as Mr. Newton tells us it is, then what is the

mixture of this iron in the mud of our constitution ? . The power of

the Kings of England is Saxon and feudal, modified"by subsequent

mutations, but not one grain of the Roman iron is in the mixture; his

torically and theoretically, it is wholly diverse.

And in another light this explanation of the symbol signally fails:

for thus is the whole passage in the prophet: “The fourth kingdom

shall be strong as iron : forasmuch as iron breaketh in pieces and sub

dueth all things; and as iron breaketh all these, shall it break in pieces

and bruise. And whereas thou sawest the feet and toes, part of potter's

clay, and part of iron, the kingdom shall be divided; but there shall be

in it the strength of iron, forasmuch as thou sawest the iron mixed

with miry clay. And as the toes of the feet were partly iron and partly

clay, so the kingdom shall be partly strong and partly brittle. And

whereas thou sawest iron mingled with miry clay, they shall mingle

themselves with the seed of man ; but they shall not cleave one to

another, even as iron is not mixed with clay.”

Here we learn that iron breaketh in pieces and subdueth all things,

and we see in this symbol that which is heavy and powerful conjoined

with that which is weak and brittle; but in Mr. Newton's scheme the

reality of power is in the constitutional liberties of the people, repre

sented by miry clay, which according to him has become the strongest,

and will become still stronger. Mr. Newton sees the constitutional

liberties smothering all other powers, and reducing them to a nullity;

in other words he turns the clay into the iron, and the iron into the

clay; or he is compelled to represent that which in his opinion is the

all-conquering power by the weakest and most fragile of all the em

blematical minerals.

In another passage we have the following remarks: “We give thee

thanks, because thou hast taken to thee thy great power.”—Rev. xi. 17.

This is the resumption of the power which God had delegated to the

Gentile monarchs—the time of the destruction of the image seen by

Nebuchadnezzar. (185.)

It is a favourite dogma with Mr. Newton that the true origin of

power (i. e. despotism) is to be traced to Nebuchadnezzar, who re

ceived from God “a kingdom, power, strength, and glory.”—Dan.

ii. 37. : that this is the true original grant of authority, that all

Gentile kings hold their power by virtue of it, and that it will

continue till it is resumed by the donor. But we may ask, By what

reasoning does it follow, that if the King of Babylon received by the

providence of God a vast empire, that therefore by virtue of that pro

vidence, having a specific and well-defined object, unaccompanied by

any statement of an ulterior designation, other kings and emperors

who never heard of that grant, nor ever in the nature of things could

hear of it, should by virtue of the grant to Nebuchadnezzar be conse

crated into their authority ? Have the Emperors of China received

their power by the grant to Nebuchadnezzar 2 does the Emperor of

Russia or the Sultan hold it by that tenure ? and what, then, was

the basis of Gentile despotism before that grant P If the powers

that be are ordained of God, then it is to be presumed that, as there
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were always powers and kingdoms ages before Nebuchadnezzar, they

were his ordinance before the specific grant to the King of Babylon.

We cannot trace the connection ; there is less evidence for it than for

the connection between the donation of the keys to Peter, and the as

sumption of those keys by the Bishop of Rome. The Popes say that

they are locally in the seat of Peter, and that they are his successors;

and we know{& vast a weight this assertion has with the minds of

thousands: but the despotisms that followed the Babylonish dominion

in time were not successors but destroyers of the antecedent power.

The seat of government was changed, there was a new dynasty, and

the Chaldaeans were a people conquered by the masters whom the

Almighty had appointed to subdue them. A strange history this of the

succession of power! it would be far more correct to style it the history

of the ruin of despotism. Moreover, if the grant to Nebuchadnezzar

was the general grant for all Gentile kings, it introduces on the face

of it a glaring absurdity; for thus ran the grant to the King of Babylon:

“Thou, O King, art a King of Kings, for the God of Heaven hath

given thee a kingdom, and power, and strength, and glory, and where

soever the children of men dwell, the beasts of the field, and the fowls

of the heaven hath he given into thine hand, and hath made thee ruler

over them all.” Now by these words every Gentile king is made a uni

versalmonarch; “wheresoever the children of men dwell” is the essence

of the patent, and on this authority any monarch may demand uni

versal empire as his divine right; every king on the face of the earth

might claim the title and seek for the dominion of “King of Kings 1”

- But why then has this theory been started ? The reason is obvious;

it is in order to establish the preciousness of absolute despotism.

This is the unique object, and none other. Power or despotism is, ac

cording to the ruling thought of Mr. Newton's mind, the most valuable

of moral commodities, and is therefore of necessity represented by gold;

constitutional liberties are the vilest and dirtiest of existing pheno.

mena, and are therefore as aptly represented by clay and mire. At

first sight this seems an ingenious adaptation of emblems for Mr.

Newton's purpose, but when more closely examined it will not suit

even his own purpose ; difficulties arise at every turn, and for other

reasons the interpretation is to be rejected as rash and unsound.

It is curious to observe the very different thoughts of a celebrated

interpreter of prophecy, who thus expresses himself...... “Antiochus

j is not spoken of with greater resentment by the prophet

Daniel than the other prophets express towards the Kings of Assyria

and Babylon. All honest men who love liberty and their country must

speak with indignation of tyrants and oppressors.” Thus writes Bishop

Newton (Dissertation on Prophecies, i. 306.), and curious it is to find

the two Newtons thus at issue on a fundamental principle in a region

where they claim the privilege of guiding the doubtful—the interpre

tation of prophecy. - -

It is therefore a question" to be determined, whether indeed charters

* Though this is a question to be determined, it is a matter of deep regret

that subjects such as these should ever be proposed for the consideration of

Christians. If the heavenly calling of the children of God had ever been ad

mitted into Mr. Newton's scheme, we should be spared the painful task of ex

amining, in limine, the basis of Mr. Newton's thoughts on polity and political

economy. But as he has handled the subject, these are questions which meet

us at the commencement, and require our serious attention. No one ought

receive Mr. Newton's thoughts about the future Babylon without first going

through a regular course of history on true philosophical principles.
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and constitutional safeguards of the people create a larger degree of

social unhappiness and iniquity than the Nebuchadnezzar form of go

vernment—in one word, whether crime, vice, and misery are more

redundant under arbitrary and irresponsible despotisms than under

constitutional monarchies. The question is, at least it is presumed to

be, what state of society may be most displeasing to God, as producing

the most evil on the earth ? is not that state least in accordance with

our ideas, of that which Almighty wisdom may reasonably be supposed

to approve where virtue is rare and always in peril; where crimes may

be prodigious, wide-sweeping, and of long continuance from reign to

reign, as from Tiberius to Nero? and is not that state of things likely

to be less displeasing when an improvement of the social condition is

not detrimental to the moral progress of individuals 2 If Mr. Newton's

Babylon is to bring all human wickedness to maturity, and if we know

what he means by Babylon, we cannot but inquire whether by expe

rience of history, or through any moral knowledge we possess, he is

justified in making this mystery of iniquity represent his own peculiar

opinions. . Now in such an inquiry we have every thing that could be

desired against these opinions to be adduced from the whole course of

history. We could bring such an array of historians against Mr. New

ton's views, and could quote such powerful paragraphs of great minds

against him, as never were brought to bear in any controversy; and

then, more than this, we have against him the very instincts of the

human mind, which must go for something, for the instinct of human

ity is enlisted in the belief that the two elements of civilisation, the

amelioration of society and individual improvement, are bound up in

each other, and are reciprocally productive.

We are not, however, ignorant of the probability that all these pro

ducible authorities of moralists, philosophers, and historians, might

perhaps go for nothing with Mr. Newton, and that he would reckon

them, very likely, as moral bricklayers and builders of the accursed

city; but still he has adopted such views, that whatever may be the

case with himself, it will be impossible for his scholars, in the long

run, to decline the evidence of historical philosophy: he has fairly

brought his system on an arena where preliminary discussion will be

found to be indispensable; for it is a subject that cannot ultimately be

carried by dogmatic decrees. -

: But, indeed, Mr. Newton himself occasionally appeals to history, or

rather alludes to it, though generally in so superficial a manner as to

lead to the suspicion that it is a department of knowledge with which

he is very imperfectly acquainted, did we not know how knowledge

may be sometimes obscured by religious antipathies. There is a pas

sage in his “Thoughts” requiring particular attention, both for its

historical allusions and its sentiments. The text on which he is com

menting is in the 17th chapter of Revelation: “There are seven

kings, five are fallen, and one is, and the other is not yet come; and

when he cometh, he must continue a short space: and the beast that

was, and is not, even he is the eighth and is of the seven, and goeth

to perdition.”. On this Mr. Newton observes: “The native monarchy

of Nimrod—the theocracy of Israel–the despotic authority of Nebu.

chadnezzar—the aristocratic monarchy of Persia—and the military

monarchy of Alexander and his successors, had all passed away,

when John beheld this vision. All these methods had been tried

—none had been found to answer even the purposes of man; and now

another had arisen, the half-military, half-popular monarchy of the
- B
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Caesars, the iron empire of Rome. “Five have fallen, and one is,

and the other is not yet come ; and when he cometh he must continue

a little space.” That other, I doubt not, has come, and is found in the

constitutional monarchy of the present hour. This is the seventh, and,

with one brief exception", the last form that is to be exhibited before

the end shall come, and it is under this form that the system of Babylon

is matured. It is obvious that monarchy, guided not by the people

numerically, but by certain classes of the people, and those classes de

termined by the possession of property, must be the form best adapted

for the accumulation of wealth, and the growth of commercial power;

for it gives (which pure democracy has ever failed to do) the best se

curity for property, without unduly fettering the liberty of individual

enterprise.” (257.) -

We would first observe here that this passage displays a method of

interpretation wholly out of keeping with that systematic literality

which Mr. Newton every where insists on. Antichrist, which in the

opinion of a crowd of respectable commentators means a system,

(whether right or wrong is not to be here discussed), is by Mr. Newton

made a king, whose reign does not last four years; but the seven

kings of the text, certainly according to the letter of the text, and ac

cording to probability, meant to be kings, are turned into systems of

monarchical power, extending from Nimrod down to the indefinite

period of Babylon's last days, a period of at least four thousand years 1

This is so glaring a proof of º: in the interpreter, that it must

surely strike every one; for, of all the allegorisers of the prophetic

symbols, a class of persons peculiarly obnoxious to Mr. Newton, there

is not one that has ventured on an interpretation more bold than this,

in order to avoid the pressure of the text against a favourite theory.

The explanation proposed is indeed so violent that it must every where

be rejected. If seven kings may mean seven mutations of monarchi

cal power, extending through a space of four thousand years, it is in

vain, after such a specimen of interpretation, to insist on the literal

explanation in any case. . But indeed this interpretation is evidently

self-destructive, and would prove that Antichrist, “The Eighth,” must

be a system and not an individual; for if the seven kings are systems,

the eighth must be a system also. If the seventh king is constitutional

monarchy, it is in vain to urge that the eighth is a man; but, if he is

indeed an individual, then the kings are individuals, and not systems.

This, however, is not the subject so immediately before us ; we have

to point out the historical mistake in the words, “The other is not yet

come, and when he cometh he must continue a little space. The other

I doubt not HAs come, and is found in the constitutional monarchy of

the present hour.” There are two mistakes in this passage; first,

according to Mr. Newton's own history—for if the seventh king of the

text be Mr. Newton's Babylonish system, it is impossible, by his own

showing, to apply to it the words “he must continue a short space;”

for has not Mr. Newton himself told us that his Babylon, in the day of

his glory, is to be “the great, result of the wisdom of ages 2" (322.)

Now Babylon is not yet in existence, and if ages are to elapse before

her fall it cannot be said that she continues a short space.

Next, it is a palpable historical mistake to imagine that the Babylo

mish principle, ofpolitical liberty of the people, now existing in certain

monarchies, is only just come up; that it is only a creature of “the pre

sent hour,” meaning, perhaps, in some latitude an invention of modern

* This exception is, of course, Antichrist.
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statists of the last and present century. . In every quarter of Europe,

with the exception of Russia, we can find that constitutional ideas have

prevailed in a more ancient day, and that they have been repressed in

most countries by the aggression of monarchs, the tumults and miseries

of a sanguinary era, or the triumphs of force and superstition over

weakness and ignorance. See the rise and fall of the Italian republics,

their four centuries of grandeur and liberty overpowered at last by

Charles W., and terminating in total insignificance. Hear the Arragon

ese cortes promising conditional obedience to the monarch, “If you

maintain our rights and liberties; if not, not;” and mark the progress

of monarchical power conquering liberty in Spain, and brought to per

fection by Charles W. and his tyrant son. Mark the ancient liberties

of France gradually disappearing before her Charles W. and Louis XI.;

see Richelieu still further exalting the monarchical sceptre, till all

issued at last in Louis XIV., a horn that wore the diadem indeed.

Study the rise of the Helvetian cantons, and of the ancient liberties of

Holland— Holland, that old offender in constitutions and commerce,

and her victory over that bloody horn, Philip II. of Spain; and then

look to England, where the national assemblies of antiquity never lost

their importance, where wittenagemotes were succeeded by parliaments

and charters, and where attachment to ancient liberties and immuni

ties at last issued in the constitution as defined in the Revolution of

1688. Hear the chancellor, Sir John Fortescue, uttering in the reign

of Henry VI.,well-nigh four hundred years ago, words which exactly

describe the uncomfortable state of the ten kings of the prophetic earth,

as imagined by Mr. Newton for a future age: “The King of England

cannot alter nor change the laws of his realm at pleasure: for why?

he governeth his people by power, not only royal but politique. If his

ower over them were royal only, then he might change the laws of

#. realm, and charge his subjects with taxes without their consent.

Such is the dominion that the civil law purports, when it says, the

K. pleasure has the force of law —but it is not so with the

ing of England ;” and them, after a lapse of three centuries, hear the

monarchs of the present dynasty echoing this doctrine, or bringing out

the result of it. George I., in one of his speeches to Parliament thus

expressed himself: “As mone can recommend themselves more effec

tually to my favour and countenance than by a sincere zeal for the just

rights of the crown and the liberties of the people, I am determined to

encourage all those who act agreeably to the constitution of these my

kingdoms, and consequently to the principles on which my government

is founded. To gain the hearts and affections of my people shall

always be my first and principal care. On their duty and loyalty I will

entirely depend ; they may as surely depend on my protection in the

full enjoyment of their religion, liberty and property.” These words

of the king are almost the words of Mr. Newton ; the royal speaker

promises them security for their liberty and property. Mr. Newton

says, that the Babylonish system of constitutional monarchy offers the

best security for property. Out of this system he tells us Antichrist

is to rise, as its proper punishment.

In 1734, George II, thus fortified the Babylonish system: “The

prosperity and glory of my reign,” said his majesty, “depends upon

the affections and happiness of my people, and the happiness of my

people upon my preserving to them all their legal rights and privileges,

as established under the present settlement of the crown in the Pro

testant line. A due execution and strict observance of the laws are the
B 2
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best and only security both to sovereign and subject; their interest is

mutual and inseparable, and therefore their endeavours for the support

of each other ought to be equal and reciprocal ; any infringement and

encroachment upon the rights of either is a diminution of the strength

of both, which, kept within due bounds and limits, make the just balance

which is necessary for the honour and dignity of the crown, and for

the protection and prosperity of the people.”

T. are, however, other historical errors in this passage from Mr.

Newton's pen. It is to be observed that in his view of the various

aspects of monarchy, from Nimrod downwards, he passes over in one

long jump from the Caesars to “the constitutional monarchies of

the present hour,”— omitting thereby the barbarian monarchies of

Europe after the fall of the Roman empire — the electoral mo

marchy of the Lombards— the kings of the first race of France —

the empire of Charlemagne — the Carlovingian kings, and their

elections — royalty in the hands of the clergy, as in Louis le

Débonnaire— the elective crown of Germany, the Saxon heptarchy,

the feudal system, the tremendous diadem of the popes, the glories of

the elder house of Bourbon, the French empire. Here is a formidable

mass of historical omission, though it is far from including all the

forms of monarchy that have appeared in Mr. Newton’s “Prophetic

Earth,” since the fall of the Roman Empire. But if Mr. Newton should

plead that the Apocalypse takes no notice of any events from the

Caesars up to his Babylonish era, we meet him there with his own

assertion, that “the other” monarchy of the Apocalypse, meaning, in

his view, constitutional monarchy, “has come ; ” and, if so, we ask

how and when P. We insist upon his dating the year of its “coming;”

and here of course we get into the whole question of the origin of con

stitutional monarchies, and we find ourselves, however anxious we may

be to avoid it, of necessity driven into a wide field of historical inquiry,

from which we come back to report that constitutional monarchies are

of great antiquity in the history of Europe, that we have traced them even

before the feudal times, that constitutional ideas have prevailed amidst

many mutations of many ages, and that in classing this system as the

“seventh king" of the Apocalypse, we find it impossible to avoid

enumerating many other “kings” that Mr. Newton does not find it

convenient to notice. In short, we are convinced that Mr. Newton has

signally failed in this most important part of his scheme, to interpret

aright the prophetic books, and that his allusions to history have been

of such a nature as clearly to disprove the very point he is aiming to

establish. -

But there are objections still to bring forward. If the seventh king,

“the other ” of the Apocalypse, is indeed constitutional monarchy,

then is it Babylon itself, according to Mr. Newton's scheme. But see

the incongruity and absurdity of making a king in that chapter, and in

that place, stand for Babylon, which two verses before is called “the

woman.” -

Again ; we demand, are “the seven kings” the seven heads of the

beast P. This seems nearly certain if the context is examined, and it is

taken for granted by * all commentaries with which we are acquainted.

If this point should be conceded, then the woman Babylon that sits on

* The Arabic version renders it, “Who are seven kings.” The Vulgate,

Syriac, and Ethopic versions give it, “And they are seven kings.”

Supposing that Mr. Newton's interpretation were correct, it would also follow

that “the theocracy of Israel” is one of the heads of the beast.
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the scarlet-coloured beast having seven heads, sits on herself: for the

seventh head is constitutional monarchy, and constitutional monarchy

is ºlon. This is passing strange that a woman should sit on her

self.

We now pass on to the examination of Mr. Newton's grand argu

ment in favour of his scheme generally; for the life of the whole

scheme is this: that, as some of the circumstances relating to the

destruction of the City of Babylon have not been fulfilled according

to the predictions of the prophetic Scriptures, it must therefore be

believed that Babylon will again be built, in order that all those pro

phecies, even to minute points, may have their full accomplishment.

This argument occupies the whole lecture on the eighteenth chapter of

Revelations. (See page 263, and onwards.) “Isaiah,” says Mr. Newton,

“prophesied both of the glory and the fall of Babylon; and after this

Jeremiah, when its glory was at its height, detailed, with still greater

minuteness, the circumstances of its final destruction. These prophe

cies have been read carelessly. A destruction has fallen upon Baby

lom, as on other cities of the East; and we have hastily concluded that

this is the destruction of which the prophets speak; and have never,

until lately, thought of inquiring whether it may not yet again rise

from its depression, and again be known as the golden city — the

enemy of God's truth, and the subject of his vengeance in the day of

his wrath.”

Some of these instances adduced of non-accomplishment of prophecy

have a specious appearance ; some would argue a lack of knowledge and

information in the writer who urged them ; but the greater part of

these examples serve only to render more conspicuous a determined

spirit of system, perverting the judgment, and warping the under

standing in an anxious desire to establish a favourite theory. And

this may be safely affirmed, that if those prophecies which speak of the

sufferings of the Redeemer, were submitted to a similar process of

sifting and winnowing ; if the words of the prophet, concerning the

death and sorrows of the great sin-bearer were thus parcelled out, and

separately examined by a hypercritical microscope, without any allow

ance for amplification of language, or the eloquence of mental anguish,

we might, may we should be compelled to come to the conclusion

that “ the real fulfilment of these prophecies will be when the day

of the Lord shall come” (271.); in other words, that they have not yet

been fulfilled. It is not, however, our intention to examine and con

fute these painful suggestions of doubt (far too like, in their effect,

to the genius of scepticism;) but, by a shorter and more convincing

method, to meet Mr. Newton on the arena of these very prophecies

to which he refers, and to prove from them that the interpretation on

which he insists is wholly untenable.”

By the passage already quoted from Mr. Newton, it would appear

that he is not disposed to refer the prophecies of Jeremiah and Isaiah

* There is in the third volume of the “Christian Witness,” p. 277., a paper

entitled “Babylon.” The internal evidence of that paper will leave no doubt

on the mind of any one that it is written by the author of “Thoughts on the

Apocalypse.” By this we find that Mr. Newton has been digesting his thoughts

on this subject for at least nine years. The sentiments, the “proofs,” and the

very words, are the same in the “Christian Witness” as in the “Lectures.”

There does not seem to have been any change of sentiment, or correction of

one thought, in the time that has elapsed.
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to the events of the past history of Babylon at all: by no expression

that falls from him could we surmise that he allows any other view than

that of a future application. If he has any limitations in this his

exegesis, he ought very clearly to have stated it, and to have pointed out

those passages in the prophetic writings which, in his judgment, refer

to the past, as well as those which refer to the future: but he has not

done so: we must therefore argue on what we see: if however there

should be any latent scheme of distinction, it can only make the case

more perplexed, as it is impossible to read any passage in the prophets

bearing on the fall of Babylon in which we do not find some clear

allusion to events that have long ago become historic facts.

When the Prophet Jeremiah contemplates the punishment of that

renowned city, he continually connects it, in the field of prophetic

vision, with the punishment and ruin of the then existing idolatry of

the Chaldeans; he gives the very names of the idols they worshipped,

and has his mind fully impressed with this truth, that the coming

vengeance was in large measure to be executed on the Chaldeans for

the abominations and impieties of their false worship. “Babylon is

taken; Bel is confounded; Merodach is broken in pieces; her idols

are confounded, her images are broken to pieces.”—l. 2. This is

plainly and undeniably connected with the ruin of the city, for in the

next verse we read, “Fort out of the north there cometh up a nation

against her, which shall make her land desolate, and none shall dwell

therein : they shall remove, they shall depart, both man and beast.”

Now the third verse, Mr. Newton would say, has yet to be accom

plished; but if so, it is bound up with the worship of Bel, Merodach,

and all the idols: will then these false gods be again worshipped P

will the commercial and constitutional Babylonians ever be in this

religious predicament again? will Bel be the great idol once more of

the rebuilt modern city on the banks of the Euphrates ?

The prophet Isaiah also names the idols, and in intimate connexion

with the fall of the city. “Bel boweth, Nebo stoopeth — they stoop,

they bow down together; they could not deliver the burden, but

themselves are gone into captivity.”—xlvi. 1. “Sit thou silent, and

get thee into darkness, O daughter of the Chaldeans, for thou shalt no

more be called the Lady of Kingdoms.”—xlvii. 5. And is not all

this with a plain reference to the captivity of the Jewish people, for it

is immediately added, “I was wrath with my people, and I have pol

luted mine inheritance, and given them into thine hand; thou didst

shew them no mercy.”

Now to meet these palpable difficulties we must have again not only

the old idol worship restored exactly as it was in the days of the pro

phets, but there must be another captivity of the Jewish nation; but

for these circumstances there is no provision in Mr. Newton's picture

of the future destinies of Babylon; nay, he has drawn up such a state

ment, that it is certain, according to that statement, that no such

events can take place.

We meet, however, with other allusions worthy of observation.

Isaiah says, “Desolation shall come upon thee suddenly, which thou

shalt not know. Stand now with thine enchantments, and with the mul

titude of thy sorceries, wherein thou hast laboured from thy youth, if

so be thou shalt be able to profit, if so be thou mayest prevail. Let

now thy astrologers, the star-gazers, the monthly prognosticators stand

up and save thee from these things that shall come upon thee; behold

they shall all be as stubble.—xlvii. In this sublime passage the super

stitious practices of the historical Babylon are narrated, and as a pro
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voking cause of the coming desolation of the city. But to prevent all

mistake, the prophet states that these superstitions had been from the

earliest origin of the city, in these remarkable words, “wherein thou

hast laboured from thy youth.” Now “the desolation,” was to come

in a way that would baffle all the astrologers, those students of a false

science cultivated from the olden day of the city: “the desolation”

therefore relates to that which took place when these superstitions

were practised, and let what may be urged about unfulfilled predictions,

this is certain, that, in the question of the destruction of Babylon,

the Prophet and Mr. Newton can ever be made to agree.

Again, it is written, “I will punish Belin Babylon, and I will bring

forth out of his mouth that which he has swallowed up : and the nations

shall not flow together any more to him (Bel) : yea, the wall of Ba

bylon shall fall.” This is a declaration that the great national God

should be overthrown, and that he should no more be an object of

esteem and worship to the neighbouring nations. “That which he has

swallowed up,” is clearly the Jewish nation, and this is the time when

the Lord's people are called to go out of the midst of Babylon, and

deliver every man his soul from the fierce anger of Jehovah coming in

the city. Now this, we presume, is, to use the words of Mr. Newton,

“the destruction of which the prophets speak 1" If so, it is inex

tricably connected with the worship of Bel, the Jewish captivity, and

the overthrow of the famous walls, the wonder of antiquity; and in

this strain the prophet again speaks: “The broad walls of Babylon shall

be utterly broken, and her high gates shall be burned with fire.”—Jer.

li. 58.

Again, when Babylon is destroyed, there is “a voice of them that flee

and escape out of the land ofBabylon to declare in Zion the vengeance

of the Lord, the vengeance of his temple.”—Jer, l. 28. ; and again,

“Make bright the arrows, gather the shields: the Lord hath raised up

the spirit of the King of the Medes; for his device is against Babylon,

to destroy it; because it is the vengeance of the Lord, the vengeance of

his temple.”— li. 11. There is no difficulty whatever in understanding

this historically, but will Zion in that day of Mr. Newton's scheme be

the Lord's, will the temple be his P will he take vengeance on the

Babylonians for destroying a temple built by unbelieving Jews? for

Mr. Newton does indeed tell us that the temple will then exist in its

pristine splendour, and its worship re-established (123.); but it will have

been built by the Jews in unbelief, who have not owned the Messiah.

Moreover that temple is not destroyed in any part of Mr. Newton's

scheme. Moreover, we ask, if the King of the Medes is again to appear
in the scene 2 *

Then, in the prophetical destruction of Babylon there is reference by

name to one of the historical monarchs: “Israel is a scattered sheep;

the lions have taken him away: first the king of Assyria hath devoured

him, and last this Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon, hath broken his

bones: therefore thus saith the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel, be

hold I will punish the King of Babylon and his land, as I have

punished the King of Assyria, and I will bring Israel again to his
habitation. — Jer. l. 17. - -

* This is a point by no means to be evaded, so distinctly is it marked out as

the instrument selected to ruin Babylon. “Prepare against her the nations,

with the king of the Medes, with the rulers thereof, and all the land of his do

minions.”—Jer. li. 28. See also all that Isaiah says of Cyrus.
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The threatened punishment of the Chaldean metropolis is addressed

to the dynasty then possessing the throne in the days of the prophet;

and the liberation of the Jews from theirº is a consequence of

this punishment. And thus, when Jeremiah speaks of Babylon as a

threshing-floor, and that it is time to thresh her, he complains of the

cruelty of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, to the Jews: “The vio

lence done to me and to my flesh be upon Babylon, shall the inhabitant

of Zion say ; and my blood upon the inhabitants of Chaldea, shall Je

rusalem say, therefore, thus saith the Lord, I will take vengeance for

thee.” And again, “I will render unto Bablyon, and to all the inhabitants

of Chaldea, all their evil that they have done in Zion in your sight (the

Jews), saith the Lord.—24.

Now the vengeance predicted by Mr. Newton is not for these cir

cumstances, but to punish the future metropolis of the prophetic

earth for her liberal institutions, her manufacturing system, and the

prosperity of her commerce—for all her utilitarian abominations, and

the success of her political economy. Wide apart, then, are the two

predictions, both in principle and in all the details.

And, lastly, though the catalogue of these difficulties might be in

creased tenfold, we find it written—“oneW. shall run to meet another,

and one messenger to meet another, to shew the King of Babylon that

his city is taken at one end"—li. 31.

Now if we turn to Mr. Newton's scheme there will be no king at all

in the city at the time it is taken. The nominal king Antichrist, some

time before the event which Mr. Newton calls its prophetical de

struction, will have been engaged in gathering together all the armies

of Europe to fight against the Lord in the valley of Jehoshaphat, and

will, at the time that Babylon is besieged, be some hundred miles away in

the west, engaged in other concerns. But in the real destruction

described by the prophets, the real king of Babylon is at one end of the

city, whilst at the other the Medes have made an entrance, and the

messengers have to run many miles in the vast city before they can

convey the tremendous news to the unsuspecting monarch.

But enough of these absurdities. Much more we might add of the

nations who are to besiege Babylon using bows, brigandines, and

habergeons; and therefore, of course, not using guns and cannons,

with which these very barbarous nations indicated by Mr. Newton are

well acquainted. But any reader might in almost every verse of the

prophets find some new difficulty wherewith to oppress a scheme

already overwhelmed by so many distresses.

There is, however, one argument not to be passed over in the consi

deration of Babylon, as Mr. Newton lays much stress on it; indeed,

he considers it so important as almost to settle the question, whether

the mystical Babylon indicates civil or ecclesiastical wickedness. “It

should be observed,” says he, “that the symbol is a harlot”, not an

* In the “Christian Witness,” vol. i. p. 183., is the following passage, and

we at once recognise the author by the sentiment:- “Many writers appear to

think that the name of Babylon can only be applied to corrupt ecclesiastical

systems: accordingly some affix it to the church of Rome, others to the esta

blishment of our own country, and thus many free themselves from the felt

responsibilities of connection with it. But surely Babylon denotes not an eccle

siastical, but a secular, system. It is not described in the Scriptures as an adul

teress, which is the symbol of an apostate church, but as a ‘harlot, with whom

the kings of the earth commit fornication.
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adulteress. This alone would be sufficient to shew that an ecclesias

tical body is not meant. Babylon is never, represented as being mar

ried to the Lord; Israel and the Church are.” (284.) And this

argument is in some quarters considered triumphant. Never, however,

was there a less solid criticism, never was a most important proposition

more entirely founded on a philological mistake. The name of the

woman is indeed, in the Apocalypse, harlot, and she is “the mother of

harlots,” and her name is not adulteress in form ; but then this very

title harlot (in the Greek, tropym) is taken from the Septuagint Greek,

where in many passages an apostate church or people, having turned

away from its covenant with Jehovah, is called in the Greek language

of that translation tropyn, or harlot. As for instance, “Now has the

faithful city become harlot (tropyn).”—Isaiah, i. 23. And in the six

teenth chapter of Ezekiel, the apostasies of Jerusalem are through

out compared to harlotry; and in four passages of that chapter she is

in the Septuagint styled IIOPNH, the very word used for the title of

Babylon in the Apocalypse. This indeed does not always appear in

the English translation, owing to the known variation of the Septua

gint and Hebrew texts; but sometimes it is plainly set before us even

in the English, as in the 35th verse: “Wherefore, O harlot, hear the

word of the Lord.” And in the 23rd chapter, twice again is the same

word used for the same object. The word tropysta also is in many pas

sages of the prophets applied to the apostasies of Jerusalem and

Israel more frequently indeed than poixsia, or adultery”; so that no

argument can be deduced from the usage of this word, except to show

that as harlot and harlotry, or whoredom, is in frequent Scripture use

for ecclesiastical apostasy, so the appearances, as far as this title can

prove anything, are all in favour of ecclesiasticalf rather than of

secular wickedness.

We must now for a little turn our attention to some details of the

prophetic picture, according to the analysis which precedes these

remarks. The first startling prospect is the geographical arrangement

of the world, about the time that Antichrist is to arise. Mr. Newton

has, in addition to his notes on the Apocalypse, published a “prophetic

map of the world, exhibiting its general condition at the end of the

age;” and by these two aids we find that England, France, Spain,

Italy, Turkey, Asia Minor, Syria, Egypt, Tripoli and Algeria are

marked out for the theatre of the future apostasy. These countries

having first reached the acmé of corruption under the Babylonish

* We find tropweia applied to adultery, even in the New Testament; and

hence Grotius, whose critical remarks are generally valuable, says, “tropweias

nomine non solum scortatio significatur, sed omnis venus contra fas, jura, bonos,

que mores. Etiam adulteria eo nomine venire notavimus ad.—Matth. v. 32.”

† In Schleusner's Lexicon, we have this meaning given, as the third, of the

word Topvn. —“ metaphoricé: mulier, quae deficit a vero cultu divino et ad

idolatriam non solum ipsa deflexit, sed etiam alios alicere et seducere conatur.”

— Apoc. xvii. 1. # trópwm il ueydam. Ibid. 5. 15, 16.-xix. 2. Ita Ezek. xvi. 34.

Compare Ezek. xvi. with Isaiah xxiii. 17. –“ It shall come to pass, after the

end of seventy years, that the Lord will visit Tyre, and she shall turn to her

hire, and shall commit fornication with all the kingdoms of the world upon the

face of the earth.” This is the language applied to a city never in covenant with

God; it is, however, precisely the very language applied to Jerusalem by Eze

kiel, showing thereby that the image of harlotry is used indifferently either to

the married or the unmarried woman. -
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º of commerce and constitutions, and having before that pro

essed Christianity, will, all of them, at the same time, and in the

same year (for the system clearly demands this), abandon Christianity

and assume the worship of Antichrist. This is the great apostasy of

“the prophetic earth;” it is to last three years and a half, and then

is “the end of the age.”

Ireland will continue to profess Christianity to the end, and will

have no part in the Babylonish system. Belgium will be apostate;

Holland will escape. Germany, Austria, and all the northern coun

tries of Europe will, though Christian, not apostatise. In other

respects, every religious arrangement now existing, whether Christian,

Mahometan, or heathen, will continue in exactly the same state as it

now is to the end; excepting only in “the prophetic earth,” which is

to be Babylonish, and to worship Antichrist three years and a half.

Calling to remembrance, then, that Babylon is to be “the result of

the wisdom of ages”—that several centuries must elapse before this

last scene is enacted, we inquire, with astonishment, is it indeed true

that “the prophetic earth” is to be turned upside down to produce

the ten constitutional kingdoms?—is it to undergo fundamental changes

in political and territorial relationships?—are monarchies and republics

to be put down, and other monarchies established ?–are there to be

dismemberments, partitions, separations, divisions, and mighty revo

lutions, beyond all calculation, to accomplish the predictions of the

map and of the Lectures, whilst all the rest of the world is meanwhile to

remain dormant and stationary 2–nothing altered 2–the blue Chris

tian spots in New Zealand and South Africa to abide of the same

size; and the line of demarcation in America to continue unmoved ?–

all the world standing fast locked in the wheels of its religion every

where,—whilst in the prophetic earth enormous mutations, civil, poli

tical and religious, are effected, and every obstacle to these changes

swept away like cobwebs P And why is all this strange inequality of

mutation and immutability, of tumult and tranquillity, of commotion

and calm, of revolution and repose ? Why must the ten kingdoms be

produced on the ruins of antecedent states? Why must Europe, and

Asia Minor, and Syria, be in violent fermentation, and poured forth

from vessel to vessel, whilst the rest of the world settles down on its

lees, and never is disturbed at all — why P. Because Mr. Newton has

perplexed himself with the ten horns of the beast; because his system

requires these predictions; and because, in his division of the world, he

can find infinite work for his “prophetic earth,” but nothing to be

done any where else: and therefore he dismisses all the rest of the

world with telling us that “it is not probable any further religious

changes will take place in these countries.”

What, then, is “the prophetic earth?” Surely it is that extent of the

earth of which prophecy takes any cognizance. It is not to be taken

for granted that the convenient words “prophetic earth” mean only

Mr. Newton's thoughts of the prophetic limits; and because he has con

fined himself by three or four initial assumptions to a certain map of

prophetical geography, that therefore the words of the prophets are to

be straitened within this compass. “The prophetic earth” reaches

far beyond “the prophetic map:” it is from sea to sea, and from the

river to the ends of the earth. “All the kings of Arabia, and all the

kings of the mingled people that dwell in the desert, — all the kings

of Elam and of the Medes, and all the kings of the North, far and near,
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one with another, and all the kingdoms ofthe world which are upon the

face of the earth.”— Jer. xxv. This is the prophetic earth, the word

of the Lord extends to them, to ALL of them – “to all the kingdoms

of the world which are upon the face of the earth;” and, to prevent all

error on this subject, many nations excluded from “the prophetic

earth” by “the prophetic map” are by name inserted in that prophetic

earth to which the messages of the prophets extended, -such as Arabia,

Persia, Media, and the isles beyond the sea. The same cup of divine

anger which is presented to Jerusalem and the cities of Judah (v. 18.)

is next presented to every kingdom in the whole world, and then, last

in the list, to Sheshach or Babylon. (v. 26.) It is to this unlimited

catalogue of nations dwelling in the whole terraqueous globe that the

menace of future visitation is addressed: “Yea,” says Jehovah, “I

will call for a sword upon the inhabitants of the earth, for the Lord

hath a controversy with the nations, he will plead with all flesh, evil

shall go forth from nation to nation.”

These expressions are so strikingly similar with some which we find

in the Apocalypse, and so plainly identical with many sentences in the

other prophets, that it is in vain to persuade us to cage up our thoughts

within the limits prescribed for us by Mr. Newton – “from England

to the Euphrates.” “He will plead with all flesh,” says Jeremiah:

“He will plead with all flesh,” says Isaiah. “I will gather all nations,”

it is written in Joel, “and will bring them down in the valley of Je

hoshaphat, and will plead with them there for my people.” This is a

pleading confined by Mr. Newton to the ten constitutional kings; but an

examination of the words and thoughts of the prophets indicate another

scheme of divine counsels, and open out a much larger theatre of

divine actions. The “prophetic map" is utterly worthless; they that

would navigate by that chart will certainly be shipwrecked on the

shoals of nonsense.

It is, however, of primary importance in Mr. Newton's scheme that

he should have under his control some expressions of a very untoward

aspect; such as “all nations,” “the whole earth,” “all that dwell upon

the earth,” &c. &c., for they are starting up at every turn to disturb

his arguments and disorder his plan. These expressions, however,

he has contrived to arrange and expound in such a way as to make

them rather subserve his views than disarrange them; but by such

methods as surely never yet were adopted by any critic or comment

ator. It is then to be borne in mind that Mr. Newton has two distinct

worlds, for so we must call them. He has, first, the constitutional

kingdoms, or “the prophetic earth,” for so he calls it; and, secondly,

all the professing Christian nations not comprised within that imaginary

dominion, such as Ireland, Germany, Russia, America, &c. &c. For

the first world Mr. Newton affirms that certain expressions, “all the

world,” “all nations,” as in Matt. xxiv. 15., mean all the Roman world,

or the ten constitutional monarchies (see “End of the Age,” p. 31.);

for the second world he demands that we should apply the very same

words, “all nations,” travra, ra, sºvn (Matt. xxv. 32.), not to his

prophetic, but to the non-prophetic earth (“End of the Age,” p. 21.),

lying out of the confines of Antichrist's future dominions.

To make this still clearer, it should be understood that Mr. Newton

thus interprets the 24th and 25th chapters of Matthew. The 24th

chapter tells us of the power of Antichrist set up at Jerusalem (15th

verse); his image to be placed in the future temple of the Jews. Im

mediately after the tribulation caused by that idol-worship of Anti
- B 6
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christ, the sun will be darkened, &c., and the sign of the Son of Man

will appear: then shall all the tribes of the land, i.e., land of Israel,

mourn (“End of Age,” p. 21.), and flee to the rocks and the caves

(30th verse). But the narrative tells us no more of Jerusalem. In the

next verse (31st) the solemn events of the gathering the elect by the

sound of a trumpet, &c. are not in the prophetic earth, but in the non

prophetic—North of Europe, Russia, America, &c.—i.e., in all places

of professing Christendom.

The parables of the 25th chapter relate to the future state of Chris

tendom in the days of Antichrist, i.e., Christendom not in his do

minions; and the end of the 25th chapter, the gathering the goats and

the sheep, relates also to the non-prophetic earth.

With this explanation, the details of which are given at length by

Mr. Newton, in his “Thoughts on the End of the Age,” we can better

understand such criticisms as the following:— -

“‘Except those days should be shortened, no flesh should be saved,’

—that is, no flesh in the space spoken of, Jerusalem and the land.”

(“End of the Age,” 23.)

“‘Then shall all the tribes of the land [not the earth, as in the au

thorised translation] wail.’ This is clearly, I think, the right trans

1ation.” (Id. 34.)

“‘It shall be preached in all the oucoupévm'—i.e., I suppose, in all

the Itoman world [the ten constitutional monarchies], for I know no

instance of this word being used in connexion with other words, such

as “nations' or ‘earth,’ without its being limited. It seems to be

used here in a way closely parallel to its use in Rev. iii. 10. “The

hour of temptation which is coming on all the oikovačvn (the ten king

doms) to try or test them that dwell upon the earth,”— i. e. mankind

at large. It appears to me that our Lord's words here referred to a

preaching of the gospel, which is to take place in the apostate part of

earth just before the end, probably by means of those who are so fre

quently mentioned in the Revelation as having the testimony of Jesus

at that time; and it is to this preaching I should refer.—Rev. xiv. 6.

If this be not so, the verse must of course be taken as referring to the

hº of the gospel throughout the whole of this dispensation.”

(Id. 31.

Here are some remarkable observations. Rev. iii. 10., Mr. Newton

thus expounds: “I will keep thee from the hour of temptation which

shall come upon all the Roman world, or ‘prophetic earth,’ to try those

that do not dwell upon it, but who live out of its confines,”—i.e. “man

kind at large.” Surely the Scriptures do not give us sentences so ab

surd, and thoughts so inconsequent l Who does not see that the one

expression is exegetical of the other ? and what but the necessities of

system could have produced such an exposition ? -

But Mr. Newton believes that the gospel to be preached in all the

(Roman) world, is future, that preaching which is to be in the day of

Antichrist's power, and he refers us to Rev. xiv. 6. as the parallel pas

sage: “I saw another angel fly in the midst of the heaven, having

the everlasting gospel to preach unto them that dwell on the earth, and

to every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and people.” And yet these

ample words, evidently selected to express universality, only mean the

Roman earth !

If however the word oikoupévy should refer to the preaching of the

gospel throughout the whole “ of this dispensation,” then it can not

mean the Roman earth only, for it never has been confined within
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those limits; may, Paul himself immediately went out of the “prophetic

earth” into Arabia (Gal. i.), and he says that the gospel had been

preached to every creature under heaven.—Col. i. 23.

It is not our object here to enter into a close examination of Mr.

Newton's canon of interpretation which he has laid down for the word

oikovuévn, for it would lead us into a discussion too long, and it would

be of a nature not fitted for the present occasion. They that have an

acquaintance with the Greek language, and are unembarassed with a

theory, will, on investigation, soon come to other conclusions; and

they will find that the respectable lexicographers have interpreted the

word differently; allowing to it indeed, in a certain position, the mean

ing of the Roman “earth” (as, even in classical Greek, Polybius does),

but, in the large majority of instances, attribute to it that meaning which,

primá facie, it must ever bear. It is in the mean time, curious to ob

serve how, in two instances (Rev. iii. 10. and xvi. 14.), Mr. Newton has

cut down “the whole world” to the limits” of his ten constitutional

kingdoms; whilst of another passage (xii. 9.), where there are precisely

the same words, both in the Greek and in the authorised translation,

we have not yet received his interpretation; for there it is written:

“Satan was cast out, which deceiveth the whole world.” Is this “the

Roman earth only 2 Does it mean that he deceives England, but

not Ireland; Belgium, but not Holland 2 does Satan deceive on the

right sight of the Danube, but not on the left? If it does not mean

this, then who cannot perceive that the interpretation of these words

in the other passage is arbitrary and capricious, and that the system

overrules the criticism, and that philology is oppressed by theory?

From considerations of “the prophetic map,” we come now to Anti

christ—Antichrist, that labyrinth for the commentators, into which

multitudes have strayed to find nothing but the certainty of their own

perplexities. It has, however, fallen to the lot of Mr. Newton to be

misled beyond his compeers in this path of prophetic inquiry, and to

bring b. to us, as discoveries, such a mass of preposterous matter as

we had hoped never to have seen in any quarter. The task is any

thing but pleasing to notice interpretations of prophecy treated in broad

caricature, for such it must surely be considered by minds not under

the influence of these peculiar views. It is not therefore without a

sense of humiliation that we proceed to offer seriously any remarks on

statements so wild as those which are presented to us in the analysis.

The first feature to be remarked in this subject is the peremptory

dogmatism with which Mr. Newton insists on his own opinion. “It

appears strange scepticism to doubt, that the Babylon of the Revelation

is the same as that of the Old Testament prophets” (272.); and again

generally, they who have given heed thereto (to the prophetic word),

have found it a guide so certain as to give to their thoughts, and to

the expression of them, a definitiveness and decision which seems like

* In the following passage we find the “prophetic map.” violated, and that

stated as a fact which is not historically true : — -

“The native energy of Nimrod, the beginning of whose kingdom was Babel,

— the early greatness of Egypt, Jerusalem, Tyre, Nineveh, and Babylon,— the

more systematic greatness of the empires successively constituted in Chaldea,

Persia, Greece, and Rome,– the instructions of those and the prophets, and

afterward of the Lord Jesus and his apostles,– all these influences, all tending,

in the use that man has made of them, to consolidate the fabric of human great

mess, has been found within the limits of the Roman world.”— (157.)
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presumption to such of the brethren as have refused to avail themselves

of its desires. (4.)

The mind that can thus dogmatise in doubtful matters, matters

which are fairly open to discussion, and which have, at different

periods, exercised the anxious thoughts of devout and learned

men, sincerely labouring to comprehend the prophetic language, can

not itself be in that healthy state which is requisite for the pursuit of

truth in any region of thought. Overweening confidence in our

own opinions, which we press with dictation, and argue with impatience,

is proof ofa moral habit calculated to cripple the most vigorous under

standing; and if this habit has, in secular matters, done much harm,

and retarded the progress of truth, much more hurtful has it been

when exercised in religious opinions. It has been the efficient cause

and the form of life of sectarianism every where; and it is in Rome

itself—Rome that has such good reasons for believing in a future

Antichrist—where this habit of mind is notorious, essential, and

unchangeable.

We next turn to Mr. Newton's history of Antichrist; and we ask in

limine does Mr. Newton believe in Metempsychosis? If not, what may

be the import of his mysterious hints about the re-appearance of this

wonderful personage upon earth. The hints to which we refer will be

found in the analysis, and they lead us to suppose that Antichrist may

be Napoleon in a new form: if, however, this should not be the mean

ing of the sentences bearing on the subject, it is plainly stated that

Antichrist will not be “an unknown stranger, but one already fitted

for the place for which Satan designs him.” This is an intimation

that some person known, by his abilities and previous actions, as one

likely to sustain the character designed for the closing scene of the

tragedy, will be brought again upon the stage; and, as he is to be

summoned up from beneath, and evoked from the western sea, we can

come to no other conclusion than that he will be, when he does appear,

not for the first time upon earth.

The next wonderful scene in the life of Antichrist, is the method by

which he is to become monarch of “the prophetic earth.” It is not by the

process of conquest certainly. Antichrist, in some way not described,

whether as prime minister, or commander of the forces of Babylon, or

the chief pillar in the Stock Exchange (for in that day the Stock

Exchange is every thing), “sustains the system,”— the system of the

ten constitutional monarchies over which Babylon is paramount. Then

he begins to exalt himself, and as this is “perceived,” the “ten kings of

the ten kingdoms will gladly own him as their Lord.” In other words

they must abdicate in his favour, for they “agree and give their king

doms to the beast.”— Rev. xvii. 17. But how can this be done P If the

constitutional kings are to have “less liberty in many things than the

meanest of their subjects;” if the “Babylonish system has really

made them slaves” (258.), by what means, we ask, can they, so impotent,

so shackled in their movements, so hampered by their constitutional

barriers, and all the intolerable impediments of trade and the Stock

Exchange, suddenly step forth, all of them (and all at the same time),

into such a prodigious exercise of independent power as to make a pré.

sent of their kingdoms to Antichrist P. They that could do such

things must be absolute despots; in the days of England's despotism,

that is, in the reign of Henry VIII., when, indeed, the constitution

was well-nigh strangled, the king procured, or rather commanded, an

act of parliament, enabling him to bequeath his crown to whomsoever
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he might choose. But whoever heard of a constitutional king doing

aught like this, and especially such crippled kings as the ten monarchs

of Mr. Newton's picture, “little better than slaves.” Supposing, for

instance, that the Victoria of that age should, in a fit of disgust with

“the system,” be resolved to abdicate in favour of Antichrist, what

would the parliament say to this, what the merchants, the manufacturing

interest, and that grinding despot the Stock Exchange 2 The queen

might abdicate, but would there be no heirs to the throne? Or sup

posing all the royal family of the day to be of the same mind, and all

to be resolved to abdicate, would not the parliament make new monarchs,

as they have done more than once in history; or would they all be

bewitched too, and all agree to give the power of the realm to one who

was avowedly their enemy, and who intended to crush them?

- If it appears like trifling to comment on such extravagancies, be it

remembered that these things are all propounded as solemn and sacred

facts in the “Thoughts on the Apocalypse,” and we only meet them in

this manner to show how Mr. Newton has, by dramatising his own pri

vate feelings and peculiar antipathies, brought himself into these ludi

crous difficulties. The Tptºrov psûöog of all this erroneous scheme is Mr.

Newton's political views, and his ignorant dislike of social economists.

In order to embody his thoughts on these topics, he has dressed up

Babylon and the ten kings so as to sustain the weight of aversion with

which he loads commerce and liberal institutions. This is “the

woman” of his imagination: he truly detests her, and therefore all

seems to him to go on easily, so as to bring Antichrist to bear against

this system, “to hate the whore, and to burn her flesh with fire.”

“One marvellous feature,” says Mr. Newton, “in the vision of

the beast— (Antichrist) Rev. xiii. 1–3. —as seen arising from the sea

is, that he arose with one of his heads wounded apparently unto

death.” The interpretation of this mystery is “the destruction of the

element of ecclesiastical or religious influence, blended into the ar

rangements of every one of the ten kingdoms. This will be a great

shock to the whole social as well as political system, when all religious

influences are swept away, and Christianity is gone.” (167.) In other

words, Antichrist will destroy Christianity in the ten constitutional

kingdoms, and set up the worship of himself in its place. “Mar

vellous” indeed it is that such a fact should be portrayed to us by such

an emblem. If the beast had been * slaughtered unto death in one of

his heads, it represented some event in which he himself had suffered :

it could not represent that destruction which was to be his own power

and glory: the wound was to his own exceeding hurt, not to his

exaltation and benefit. Napoleon rose into dominion by putting down

the Directory and dissolving the Council of Five Hundred. How

preposterous it would have been if a painter, wishing to symbolise

this fact, had made a picture of the Emperor with his throat cut I

But what then may mean a very important part of this emblem, the

healing of the wound P “I saw one of his heads as it were wounded

to death, and his deadly wound was healed, and all the world wondered

after the beast; ” that is, all the world wondered that he possibly

could recover after such a gash, which had killed one of his heads. If

the wound was healed, then the thing wounded, that is, “the element

of the ecclesiastical or religious influence blended into the arrange

ment of every one of the ten kingdoms,” was healed, and had revived;

and the matter of wonder was, that the slaughtered element had come

* 'Eorpayuévnveis Sávarov.
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again to life. If so, Christianity, as professed in the ten kingdoms,

had revived, which is the verything that Mr. Newton assures us is

not to be. Moreover, as Antichrist himself destroys “the element,”

then he must cut his own throat, which is an accumulation of wonders.

But if it should perhaps be intimated that the healing of the wound is

the setting up another religion, this would, if possible, be still more

wonderful, that the destruction of one religion and the setting up of

another, opposite in essence and in object, should be represented by a

healed wound.

In this interpretation we find the widest possible departure from

“the literal” meaning; it is mystical to intensity. An abstraction,

which can scarcely lay claim to even a verbal existence,—“an element

pervading a system” is killed by a sword, and brought to life again,

and the element afterwards speaks, for it is so recorded in the Apoca

lyptic imagery. (xiii. 18.) But this is not all; we have already seen

§: these seven heads were seven forms of monarchy, another ab

straction ; and we read again, (page 177.) “that as seven is the

perfect number, they indicate the completeness of all those concen

trations of authority which will be connected with him who bears these

symbolic heads. Seven forms of monarchy, completeness of concen

trations of..". an element of ecclesiastical or religious influence

pervading the whole system 1 A tangled skein indeed of metaphy

sical abstractions, “reticulations, with interstices at the intercalations.”

Truly the interpretation is incomparably more difficult to comprehend

than the original symbols.

We must not however be surprised to find this specimen of extreme

allegorisation in a writer who has based all the peculiarities of his views

on the “literal” mode of interpretation. It would be plainly impossible

to construct such a system without soon encountering many and

formidable obstacles, and no way of surmounting them could present

itself but by the mystical or allegorical exegesis. The explanations

of this class may indeed be clever, for we should expect as much from

Mr. Newton; but they are sadly out of keeping with the whole current

of the other interpretations, and continually suggest the thought that

if it is lawful thus to resort to allegories, abstractions, and emblems

in certain passages, it may be equally lawful to do so in other pas

sages, where the interpreter insists on the literal, to preserve the

integrity of his system. Mr. Newton, however, has continual recourse

to the emblematical explanations. Seven kings symbolise seven

abstractions; the woman persecuted by the dragon means an aggregate

of individuals; the persecuted woman is a mountain, “morally;” the

man child of the woman means a multitude of persons; the heavenly

temple is symbolic; the blood of one of the plagues is symbolic; the

stars are symbolic; so are the waters; the jasper walls are a symbol;

the pure gold is an emblem; the shape of the heavenly city is an

emblem; the twelve precious stones are an emblem; the angel that

preaches the everlasting gospel is a symbol of living men preaching

the gospel; the number one hundred and forty-four thousand is a

symbol of completeness; the number seven “indicates completeness

that can be rested in ; ” twelve is the symbol of “an agency intended to

act instrumentally on others;” a burning mountain cast into the sea

symbolises “the derangement of the ordinary course of nature;” a

horse is an emblem of divine power upon earth; the woman is a

“moral symbol;" the flesh of the woman is a symbol; her cup is a
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symbol of the commercial system; the mountains are symbols; the

city is a symbol; but, strange to say, the city Babylon itself is NOT

a symbol. It is, indeed, instructive to observe how Mr. Newton puzzles

himself with the symbolical and literal interpretations, and to notice

the contradictions into which he falls in handling this untoward sub

ject. As, for instance, in the 18th chapter of Revelations, where we

read of the fall of Babylon, Mr. Newton thus expresses himself: “I

have already said that the woman represents the city morally, as to its

characteristic system|. and constitutions]" . . . “that the

symbol is changed in the eighteenth chapter from a woman to a city,

though a city is still a feminine symbol, is evident from the language

employed; for if the symbol had been still a woman, it could not have

been said, ‘come out of her, my people,’ nor that she had become

* the habitation of devils: ’ just so, in other words: Mr. Newton has

neatly confuted himself, and ruined his own theory. Thus, then, the

case stands:—

The woman is a symbol—cap. xvii.

The city is a symbol—cap. xviii.

Babylon, which is both the woman and the city, is NOT a symbol;

and yet Mr. Newton has elsewhere wisely laid it down as a general

exegesis of the emblems, “that a city is the emblem of associated and

ordered life. (320.) Apply this sober interpretation to the mystical

Babylon, and we should then be perhaps approaching to some better

understanding of the mystery ; but apply this interpretation to Mr.

Newton's Babylon, and it is its overthrow. And yet, in another passage

Mr. Newton quite * forgets himself, and speaks, even of his city as an

abstraction, “The new Jerusalem will descend from heaven, in the

stead of that city which has made all nations drunk with the wine of her

fornication; that city had been emphatically from beneath. (322.) This

cannot be said of the brick and mortar Babylon, but is clearly spoken

of a system; it is, to use Mr. Newton's own words, “the emblem of

associated" wickedness.

But to shorten these remarks, the careful reader may compare the

opposite lines of teaching as to the city of Babylon and the Heavenly

city. Compare the city, p. 271. 285. 287. 289., and the city, 820. 822.

328.

We next turn to the destruction of the Babylonish system. “ They

shall hate the whore, and shall make herj. and maked, and shall

eat her flesh, and burn her with fire:” that is, the system of Babylon

will be destroyed; but the city with all its wealth and greatness will

for a time continue, and Antichrist will reign over it for a season,

until the hour of his doom, and its doom together comes. He will hate

the system, but he will not hate it; for its resources, its palaces, its

ships, and its merchandise will be among the chiefest objects of his

desire — the sinews of his strength and the adornment of his glory.

Babylon's system ceases as soon as Antichrist becomes supreme; he

from that time forward is to the city, what the system of that city had

been.” (258–9.)

Notwithstanding this careful separation of systems and cities, of

abstractions and concretions, we find the text of Revelations point

blank against the whole scheme; for in describing the enmity of the ten

* See, also, p. 122. “There are two cities, and cities are always the ea

pression of the moral character of man.”
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kings against the woman, in the very passage quoted by Mr. Newton, it

is immediately added, “The woman which thou sawest IS that great

city.” Therefore, if they make the woman desolate and burn her with

fire, they make desolate and burn the city with fire. What can be

plainer ? And yet this explanation, be it observed, is not in the

eighteenth but in the seventeenth chapter, where Mr. Newton informs

us the symbol is not changed.

Here again, however, we have as usual an ultra-mystical interpreta

tion: “burning a city with fire" is putting down a system How fre

quently does Mr. Newton make use of fire for physical purposes in his

scheme; but here, alas! it is only an allegory. }. any one consider

the eighteenth chapter, and then he will find that such expressions

were made use of as render it nearly certain that the desolation and

burning spoken of in the two chapters, is one and the same event.

“They cried when they saw the smoke of her burning, saying, what

city is like unto this great city—in one hour is she made desolate.”

(xviii. 18, 19.)

And what, we ask, may mean this untoward fact recorded, that, when

she is burning, “the kings of the earth, who have committed fornication

and lived deliciously with her, shall bewail her when they shall see the

smoke of her burning P” (9.) Who are these “kings of the earth?’”

Certainly not the ten constitutional kings, for they have burnt her.

This at once then takes us out of the prophetic earth, and the pro

hetic map. Of necessity this is the case; and it is well to notice the

anguage of the Apocalypse on this head. “I will show unto thee the

judgment of the great whore that sitteth on many waters; with whom

the kings of the earth have committed fornication.” “Upon her fore

head was a name written—Mystery, Babylon the Great, the mother of

harlots and abominations of the earth.” “The woman which thou

sawest is that great city, which reigneth over the kings of the earth ;”

“the nations have drunk of the wine of her fornications, and the kings

of the earth have committed fornication with her.” Well, then, the

kings of the earth weep when they see her burning, and when she had

been set on fire by the ten constitutional kings. She is, therefore,

intimately connected with kings and nations not in “the prophetic

earth;” yea, she sits upon people, and multitudes, and nations, and

tongues, and these certainly are not the ten kingdoms, but some other

nations distinct from them, for they are undeniably distinguished. (xvii.

16, 17.)

All this disturbs, from the very foundation, Mr. Newton's scheme;

and we learn by these texts that the harlot character of the woman is

derived from her intercourse with other nations besides those set down

as constituent parts of “the prophetic earth.”

For the rest, we will only remark, that if the great Anti-Christ really

acts in this way, he will certainly ruin the city. If he puts down “the

system,” its commerce and free institutions, he will at once destroy its

wealth and power, he will produce immediate and general bankruptcy.

In short, he could not adopt any method more certainly calculated to

defeat his own object. Antichrist ought not to be represented as a

puerile and a frantic Nero, but rather as the most sagacious of mankind.

Mr. Newton complains of that “strange scepticism,” which doubts

“that the Babylon of Revelations is the same as that of the Old Testa

ment prophets;” and urges against it that it never has produced a king

of Babylon whose history fulfils the prophecies of Isaiah; and yet,

strange to say, Mr. Newton has so managed matters as to make it
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appear that Antichrist himself is not king of Babylon at all! That

mighty potentate has no connexion with Babylon, in the days of his
elevation, except to ruin it. He does, indeed, appear for a moment to

be there during his reign, when he “puts down the system;” though,

indeed, it is not necessary that he should be personally in that city at

all; for he could ruin its trade, and execute vengeance on the monied

interest as efficiently by his servants, as if he himself were present;

the ten constitutional #. who resigned to him their monarchies,

having little to do, might occupy themselves in that business; but

Antichrist himself has so much to attend to elsewhere, that it is cer

tain he has no further connection with Babylon. His throne, palace, tem

ple, image, and worship are at Jerusalem, where “he exalts himself,” as

much as it may be feasible for him to be exalted, when every day of his

reign developes some new disaster in every part of his dominions. He

does that in Jerusalem which Mr. Newton triumphantly declares never

yet was done by any historical king of Babylon. “He will sit in the

mounts * of the congregation, on the sides of the north; ” and ascend

above the heights of the clouds (Is. xiv. 14.); which last circumstance

Mr. Newton warily omits. So that, in fact, Antichrist is king of Jeru

salem and not of Babylon, if his title is to be taken from his capitol. He

never is found at Babylon again after he has “put down the system,”

if, indeed, he was in “the great city,” even on that occasion. How,

them, can he with propriety be called, “The King of Babylon P”

We hasten onward to the catastrophe.

The reign of Antichrist, from the first day to the last, is a continued

scene of havoc, ruin, and desolation. Mr. Newton's scheme compels

him to crowd all the plagues of the seals,vials, and the trumpets, and

in the literal sense too, within the space of three years and a half; and

all this, indeed, he encounters, for it may not be avoided. The precise

day that Antichrist's reign commences, the testimony of the two wit

nesses commences also in Jerusalem, and it ends on the day that his

reign ends. “ The sackcloth testimony of the witnesses and the reign of

Antichrist end simultaneously.” (131.) Their testimony is in Jerusa

lem, where Antichrist has fixed his throne and seat of government.

Whilst he is killing every body that does not worship his image, the

two witnesses are dealing out destruction in their sphere by calling

down fire from heaven, keeping off the rain, and turning the waters

into blood. Then, elsewhere, in all “the prophetic earth,” owing to a

storm of hail and fire, the third part of trees are burnt up, and all

herbage—the whole crops throughout the ten kingdoms. The third

* Thus translated by Dr. Henderson: —

“Thou saids’t in thy heart, I will scale the heavens;

Above the stars of God, I will raise my throne; -

I will sit on the mount of the assembly, in the recesses of the north;

I will ascend above the heights of the clouds;

I will make myself to be the Most High.”

The note with which the learned translator illustrates this passage is well

worth reading. The language is clearly poetical; it is a lofty description of the

presumptuous arrogance of the historical King of Babylon, with direct allusions

to the astronomical ideas entertained by the Chaldeans. Mr. Newton insists on

its being a literal action of Antichrist, though he does not inform us what it

means, or what it is that Antichrist does. It is certainly more convenient to

leave it in the enigmatical language of the authorised translation, without note
or comment.
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part of the sea becomes blood; all the rivers and waters become bitter

as wormwood. The fourth part” of “the earth” is killed with sword

and with famine. (vi. 8.) The third part of men are killed by fire,

smoke, and brimstone (ix. 18.); more than half the inhabitants by

violent deaths. Then the whole sea is turned into blood, and every

animal dies in it; and the rivers and fountains become blood. Here is

far more than enough (though, indeed, it is but a small part of these

disasters) to destroy every man upon the face of the earth, and yet we

find Antichrist congregating his millions at Armageddon, throughout

the whole prophetic earth, from England to the Euphrates, when it is

clear that there could not be a living individual any where to muster.

One circumstance which takes place before the muster in Armageddon,

and a very important one it is, is this, “that every island flees away,”

— so that England disappears. Mr. Newton, however, passes over this

event, and tells us the muster will be “from England to the Euphrates.”

We would now let the curtain fall, for when Divinity itself is to be

introduced, we find a barrier to further examination of a subject already

pressed down with painful extravagancies. It is quite a relief to con

clude these remarks, though, indeed, the subject is, as it were, but

opening to our contemplation, so vast is the field which we have

untouched.

We have but one last remark to make on this prophetic drama; it is

on the fall of Antichrist, as Mr. Newton emphatically draws our atten.

tion to the fact, that the fall of the King ofº, spoken of by the

prophet Isaiah, has never been literally fulfilled. “What king of

Babylon,” says Mr. Newton, “has yet appeared of whom it can be

said, that, after making the world as a wilderness, and destroying the

cities thereof, he is himself cast out of his grave, like an abominable

branch, like a carcase trodden under foot?” (266.) And how is this

fulfilled in Antichrist? He is not buried at all, but is “cast alive

into a lake of fire burning with brimstone.” Mr. Newton, however,

in quoting the prophet, omits some very important words, and they

are these, THRUST THROUGH WITH A SWORD (Is. xiv. 19.);

by which we find the prophet contemplates the historical king violently

erishing by the Medes and Persians, and so it was; and of the same

ing he speaks as undergoing the usual process of a corpse, “ the worm

is spread under thee, and the worms cover thee: ” allusions in no way

fulfilled in the termination of Antichrist, and plainly contrary to the

statement of Revelations.

This argument, therefore, and a fundamental one it is, not only does

not aid the scheme, but very materially turns against it.

There yet remain some miscellaneous remarks connected with the

topics already examined.

Amongst some of the items in “The Thoughts on the Apocalypse,”

to which we cannot but make exceptions, there is one which is con

spicuous, and it is the use which Mr. Newton makes of the word

“Jerusalem,” applying to it sentiments, in its present state of rejec

tion, which, according to the warrant of Scripture, can refer only to

* Mr. Newton observes, in loco, “There is evidently no restoration or revival

from the blows given; they follow on until the great consummation in the day

of the Lamb's wrath.” (78.) And yet he elsewhere tells us, “It will be the

place of glory and joy to bear the name of Antichrist; it will be a hard thing

for one who has already drunk deeply of the cup of Babylon's joy to reject this

still more alluring cup.” (203.)
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those times when the city derives its character of holiness from the

known favour of God to those who inhabit it.* The restoration of the

temple and worship at Jerusalem, and the re-establishment of the

Jews, that is an event, which, we are confidently informed, will

soon take place (122); and, in anticipation of this event, Mr. Newton

frequently makes use of language which would lead one to suppose that

Jerusalem, in the hands of the blaspheming Jews, will be an object of

especial favour of God; as if the Almighty loved the few acres on

which the city may stand, without any regard to the character and

actions of the Jews who are to dwell there. Thus, at that period, when

Mr. Newton imagines the two witnesses will be preaching in Jerusalem,

and converting the Jews, he makes this remark— “If Jerusalem had

not been Jerusalem, the chosen city, the mercies of God towards it

would have ended there; but Israel is beloved for the father's sake,

and therefore God himself begins to deal with them.” (97.) Here are

two motives proposed for this “mercy,” that Jerusalem is the chosen

city, and that Israel is beloved for the father's sake. These last words

are a quotation from Rom. xi. 28.; but does Mr. Newton mean to apply

those words to that time * This he will not do, for, besides.

reasons, it would disturb his own scheme. Those words then ought not

to have been introduced, as they are only calculated to mislead the

reader. The other motive for mercy is that stated in these words—

“Jerusalem is Jerusalem, the chosen city;” so that the city built by

unbelieving Jews, and made detestable by their worship, under the

influence of the Rabbis and the Talmud, is to be the chosen city—

the chosen city too, in spite of all besides that is happening there at

that time, and in spite of its final destruction by the hand of the Lord.

So also, in another passage, we see the same objectionable statements.

“Nebuchadnezzar, who glorified himself and destroyed the people of

God, became the great ensample of the character of Babylon to the end.

“Nebuchadnezzar the King of Babylon hath devoured me, he hath

crushed me, he hath made me an empty vessel, he hath swallowed me

up like a dragon, he hath filled his belly with my delicates, he hath

cast me out. The violence done to me and to my flesh be upon Baby

lon, shall the inhabitant of Zion say; and my blood upon the inhabitants

of Chaldea, shall Jerusalem say.” This relation to Israel, Babylon will

retain, when held under the dominion of the last great monarch who

shall take away the daily sacrifice, and plant the dominion that maketh

desolate; and, therefore, when Israel begin to sing their song of de

liverance, they say now, “How hath the oppression ceased, the golden

cityº ?” This, it is said, is their song over the King of Babylon.
278. -

( This surely, is a very remarkable specimen of Mr. Newton's ductile,

hermeneutics. . The passage quoted by him is from the 51st chapter

of Jeremiah, where Jehovah identifies himself with Israel (his people

not cast off at that time), and where he makes their cause his own –

“The King of Babylon hath devoured ME; he hath filled his belly with

my delicates.”. Is this a type of his language concerning the Jews

who are “to be gathered together in the famaticism of rabbinical

blasphemies at Jerusalem.” Will the words of the prophet, indeed,

have such an application ?... “The violence done to me and to my

flesh be upon Babylon.” Where are we to find a use for these words?

Babylon, that is to be, never, even according to Mr. Newton's showing,

* See page 49.
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inflicts on the Jews any injury; they are not led captives into it, nor

do they go out of it from their captivity. Antichrist himself is not

King of Babylon, but of Jerusalem; and he has, before he persecutes

the Jews in Jerusalem, hated the whore, and eaten her flesh, and burnt

her with fire, or, as Mr. Newton says, “put down the system.” Baby

lon is in degradation and ruin, and has no power: how then can they

take up this song, “How has the golden city ceased ?” -

Again: if Antichrist put down the daily sacrifice of the Jews, will

Jehovah own that sacrifice P will not rather this be the language of

God, supposing such events were ever to take place f : “When ye

come to appear before me, who hath required this at your hands P”

In a similar train of thought we find elsewhere these sentiments—

“The man-child of the woman, persecuted by the dragon, is a symbol

which could not, I think, be used of any Christians out of Jerusalem,

nor of them, except in peculiar circumstances, both as to unity, power

of testimony, and bearing on the nation. It is only in Jerusalem

that the child of Zion can attain its proper standing of strength.”

153.

(§ this woman is “an emblem” of Christians who are to be per

secuted in that day, and the man-child is another emblem of the same

Christians (for they seem to produce themselves), who can attain their

proper standing of strength only in Jerusalem.] If so, all Christians

ought certainly to go and live in Jerusalem, if it be their desire to

attain to “the perfect man.” (Eph. iv. 18.)

So important, however, is the religio-loci in the eyes of Mr. Newton,

that he attributes the future ejection of Satan out of heaven to the per

secution inflicted on Christians in Jerusalem. “It is consequent on his

interfering with the progress of Christianity in Jerusalem.” (153.) “It

is this act of Satan in bringing the power of the ten kingdoms of the

Roman earth against the man-child born in Jerusalem, that causes the

first act of divine vengeance to be executed on Satan.” (147.)

Satan, then, retains his station in the heavenly places during all the

persecution of saints and martyrs in past ages; but, as soon as he per

secuted Christians in Jerusalem (in the age of Antichrist), he is cast

down from heaven, and his place is there no more at all ! And yet,

after all, it appears that he only drives them out of the city, for they

escape from the persecution, and flee into other lands. It is, however,

to be remarked, that in several other passages Mr. Newton, with glaring

inconsistency, speaks of Jerusalem as being still under the curse, which

is to abide till “the end of the age.”

It is, indeed, in the interpretation of the twelfth chapter of Revela

tions (that chapter which describes the persecution of the woman by

the dragon), that we find an accumulation of perplexing arguments, and

a method of reasoning, by which, if it were allowed to pass current,

any thing might be proved at will. Christianity is thus asserted to be

the mountain Zion, and the persecuted woman, and a system of truth

and power, and certain principles, and the glory of that “system”

º is to be hereafter upon earth; and it is affirmed that we are born

of the woman, who again is Zion morally, and we are identified with

Zion, and we are Zion; but the glory of the woman will not be till the

mountain Zion is elevated in the latter days above the hills, &c. &c.

Then, again, the principles, or the mountain, that produce Christians to

be persecuted in Jerusalem, flee into the wilderness; unless, indeed,

Mr. Newton were to abandon his figures here, and tell us that the

persecuted Christians flee into the wilderness; in which case the pro
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duced and the producer are the same thing, and the mother is the son,

and the son is the mother. We would recommend the reader who can

appreciate dialectic precision, who can detect verbal sophisms, and who

can recognise the true foundation of affirmative conclusions, to study

carefully the “Thoughts on the Apocalypse,” from page 187 to 149.,

with the notes appended to that lecture; and we venture to affirm that

he will discover as numerous and as striking specimens of confused

reasoning as could anywhere be found within the like compass of words.

The secret cause of this shifting ambiguity of thought is to be traced

in the following sentence:– “That Christianity will at that period

(Antichrist's reign) befound in Jerusalem, is evident from the twenty

fourth chapter of Matthew.” (144.) This is a * favourite point with

Mr. Newton, which he is in the habit of affirming, not only with cer

tainty, but with impatience; and it is with the direct object of sup

porting his views of that chapter, as well as of explaining the persecu

tion of the woman (as falling within the three years and a half of Anti

christ's reign), that he has proposed these interpretations which we are

now considering.

If, however, we have not had words enough to explain the meaning

of “the woman,” who after all is left an intangible nonentity –

something undigested between the abstract and the concrete— we

shall find that Mr. Newton is quite as unsuccessful in his attempts to

define the “man-child.”

The man-child, then, is a certain number of converts, mainly, if not

altogether, Jews, who are to be converted by this “system f” in Jeru

salem ; “for Christianity will bring forth with sorrow in Jerusalem.”

Again: they “represent Christians as heirs of a certain standing in

Jerusalem” (146.); “for Christians could not be called the male child

any where out of Jerusalem (153.); and yet, ‘in a wide and general

sense, all the saints may be said to be the children of this glorious pa

rent, even the Lord Jesus himself.’” (140.) That may be ; but then

even the Lord Jesus cannot be called the male child, because he was

in no sense born in Jerusalem ; and this, by Mr. Newton's own rule,

is indispensable for his title.

Again: the “symbol" of the man-child represents individuals

“born to inherit a certain position of strength and power, and that

in Jerusalem.” . Here Mr. Newton virtually abandons the local nati

vity, and is satisfied if the symbol may indicate persons not born in

Jerusalem or Zion, but born to inherit a position there. Not a man

born a citizen of London and in London, but born it may be in India,

hereafter to become a citizen of London. This interpretation ruins all

that had been insisted on with regard to the male child; and it is thus

frequently with Mr. Newton; in his anxiety to embrace many expla–

nations, and to obviate many difficulties, and meet many objections,

he invests his “symbols” with so many meanings, that they come at

last to mean nothing; the many “meanings” being mutually de

structive of one another.

And lastly; when it is said the dragon went to persecute “the

remnant of the woman's seed,” this may mean “Christians any

where, or in any circumstances !” (146.)

* See page 49.

f Here a new wonder makes its appearance; for if Jerusalem and Zion are

identical, and such they seem to be, then the woman brings forth in herself.

This reminds us of the other woman sitting on herself.
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It is, however, important to inquire what “Christianity” in the ab

stract may mean P. If it is an agent that produces Christians, it must

be the Holy Spirit, or the word of God. Christianity, as an abstraction,

is unknown in Scripture, and the personification of it in this manner

is wholly out of keeping with the language of the Bible. . It is only, in

deed, from the classical laboratory that such thoughts can emanate; and

great is the danger of endeavouring to introduce them. The Church

in the Scriptures is personified as the bride of the Lamb, and the

Jewish state as the spouse of Jehovah ; but Christianity, which does

not mean the Church, but something coined” to produce the Church,

we boldly affirm is not a Scripture figure. It need not be a question of

rejecting this “symbol” from the region of Christian doctrine, for it

never yet has been admitted to take its place there.

In parting with this subject it may be remarked, that if Christianity

is symbolised by the woman hunted by the dragon, and if this is

Christianity persecuted f “as such,” strange it is that this persecution

should fall only on “a few Christians,” who are to be converted at that

time inJº and that all the many other thousand Christians exist

ing out of the confines of the prophetic earth should be left untouched;

and that these fleeing Christians, or these fleeing principles, should not

escape to their brethren in the neighbouring countries, but rather

“into the bosom of uncivilised darkness.",...Why is this? Why does

not “Christianity as such” go to that which it is? because in the

text the woman is driven into the wilderness, plainly telling us thereby

that there was nothing kindred for the woman elsewhere to be found;

whereas it is certain that in Mr. Newton's scheme, Christian civilised

nations will be largely existing elsewhere at that time, and close to the

precincts of the “prophetic earth.” The woman, however, does not flee

to Christians but to infidels f ; and this, indeed, is a strange location

for “Christianity as such.”

It may finally be asked, How it comes to pass that any Christianity

at all is found in the prophetic earth after this event, when Christianity

“as such " has been driven out of it? How is it that the ten king

doms, after this event, abandon Christianity, in order to worship King

Antichrist? How can they cease to be Christians, when Christianity

itself had previously disappeared 2

* That this is Mr. Newton's meaning is evident. “Every child of faith in

every dispensation, whether Abel, or Abraham, or Stephen, or ourselves, or the

millenial saints, are the children of this glorious parent . . . . . even the Lord Jesus

himself, so far as regarded as part of his body, the Church, may, I suppose, be

included in this symbol.” (140.)

So the Church and Christ were produced by Christianity

+ “The history of Europe has several times afforded instances of the perse

cution of Christians; but seldom of the persecution of Christianity, as such.

During the period of the French Revolution we see an instance of Christianity

cast out. It found an asylum in other countries such as this. This is but an

imperfect illustration, for the liberality of the day tempered even the attack upon

Christianity then ; but when this last assault of Satan comes, it will be in all the

fury of his power.” (154.)

# Mr. Newton informs us, that “the professing Church (that is, Christians not

in the Roman earth) will stand at that hour in a strong and, in a certain sense,

blessed contrast with the apostate nations.” (End of the Age, 18.) This is an ad

ditional reason, then, for noticing it as an unaccountable fact, that “Christianity,

as such,” should conceal itself during the period of the twelve hundred and sixty

days in “the bosom of uncivilised darkness,” and not seek “the bosom” of that

which will be “a blessed contrast” with the evil from which she is fleeing.
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NOTE to page 45.

We have objected to the language applied by Mr. Newton to that city of

the Turkish empire, which can only by courtesy be now called Jerusalem, and

which he says is soon to be under the power of the unconverted Jews, and is in

their hands to become a rich and flourishing metropolis of Judaism. It is indeed

convenient for Mr. Newton to apply Scripture to the El Kuds of the Moham

medan empire; but this is in truth purloining, for it is not legitimately applying

the language of Scripture. Hence we hear Mr. Newton talking about “the

chosen city,” and assuring us that it is only in Jerusalem that Christians can

“attain their proper standing of strength; ” and yet observe how elsewhere he

can damage his own statements. “On Jerusalem,” says he, “...the days of ven

geance are still resting; the curse of God is still resting on that land and city.”

(E. A. 6.) If so, how then is it “the chosen city ?” and how is it “still loved

for the father's sake? and how comes it that Christians can only attain their

proper standing of strength in the cursed city? This is a specimen of the con

tradictions which cannot be avoided in a system upheld only by ingenuity.

The Mohammedan name of Jerusalem is El Kuds; it has been in the power of

the Mahommedans six hundred and fifty years since the days of Saladin. In the

year 613 it was taken from the Emperor Heraclius by the Persians, the fol

lowers of the Zoroaster, the Jews being confederate with them. In 637 it was

taken by the Khalif Omar; and the patriarch of the Christians when he saw the

Khalif enter said to him —“This is of a truth the abomination of desolation

spoken by Daniel the Prophet standing in the Holy Place.” Omar erected a

mosque on the site of the old temple. Jerusalem continued in the hands of the

followers of Mohammed till the crusades; when for 86 years it was possessed by

the Christians. After which it again fell into the hands of the followers of the

false prophet, and they have held it ever since. The city was called Colonia

CElia, even in ecclesiastical usage, so late as the middle of the sixth century.

NOTE to page 47.

See “End of the Age,” p.24–26., where Mr. Newton tells us he “assumes”

that the 24th chapter of Matthew, from the 14th verse to the end, is unfulfilled.

There it is also that he notices with much reproof the opinion of some, that the

prophecy of that chapter is not addressed to the Christian Church at all, but

only to the Jews. If such an opinion were to be sustained, it would, indeed,

much discompose Mr. Newton's scheme; but all the dangerous consequences

which he deduces from this “new opinion” are not necessary, and some of his

C
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deductions are not consequences in any aspect. “If,” says he, “the apostles,

in receiving a prophetic description of their own condition, after the Lord had

departed and the Holy Ghost had come, are not to be regarded as being them

selves of the Church, and hearing for the Church, they cannot be regarded as

hearing for the Church in any other part of the Gospel.”— (End of Age, 25.)

These are rather deductions of impatience than any legitimate inferences; and

if such remarks were applied to some other passages of Scripture close at hand,

they would produce most extraordinary results. For instance, in the 23d

chapter of Matthew it is said, “The Scribes and Pharisees sit in Moses's seat;

all, therefore, whatsoever they bid you observe, that observe and do.” Is this

addressed to the Christian Church? We are persuaded that Mr. Newton will

agree with us, that it is not; and yet it is reported to us by the apostles, who

certainly regarded themselves. “of the Church, and hearing for the Church.”

If, therefore, Christians may, without impiety, regard themselves as not ad

dressed in the 23d chapter, consequences of impiety will not of necessity follow

if they do not consider themselves addressed in the 24th chapter. In the “End

of the Age," Mr. Newton takes great pains to separate, with a broad barrier

between, the 23d and 24th chapter of Matthew; and he does so in a way

peculiar to himself. The 23d chapter, he tells us, was a last testimony against

the Jews in Jerusalem, after which our Lord departs to the Mount of Olives;

where, apart from Jerusalem and its circumstances, he addresses the 24th

chapter to us. “Now the Lord left Jerusalem and all that was therein, and

went as one despised by the nation to the Mount of Olives. Let us also leave

it. Let us go with our master without the gate. Let us stand by the side of

Jesus, whom Jerusalem cast out, upon the Mount of Olives.” (E.A. 4.)

Thus, a corporeal absence from a real city for a few hours (our Lord soon after

returns to it to keep the passover, and, after his crucifixion, tells his disciples

not to depart from Jerusalem) is turned by an allegory into a moral departure

from a system, or from some abstraction, which it is out of our power to define;

and then we are further taught that it is most important to observe –“That

Jerusalem and all her people are all left in the 23d chapter, and addressed no

more. The body thus addressed in the 23d chapter is as diverse from that

addressed in the 24th as blessing is different from woe. The first were standing

in the place of the rejecters of Jesus, refusing to call him blessed; the others

had called him blessed, and were gone without the gate, sharing his reproach.

How important, therefore, to distinguish between the YE of the 23d chapter and

the YE of the 24th chapter.” (E. A. 27.)

But mark here the peril of thus writing in the spirit of system 1 In the 23d

chapter we find the precept, “Be ye not called Rabbi, for one is your master,

even Christ, and all ye are brethren?” If we follow Mr. Newton's rule, then, we

must carefully distinguish the YE of the 23d chapter from the YE of the 24th.

The former we must leave behind at Jerusalem for the Jews, and go to the

“ye" of the 24th chapter to receive our portion. Thus, then, the fraternal

character of the Church, and the supremacy of Christ amongst his brethren, is

for the Jews alone! and yet, when we turn to the 24th chapter, to receive our

unquestioned portion, there, alas! we are startled with finding some things so

broadly and palpably Jewish, that we cannot any how approach them. “Pray
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-

YE that your flight be not in the winter, neither on the Sabbath-day.” (xxiv. 20.)

Are we, then, Jews? Do we keep the Sabbath? If we were even to be in Jeru

salem, should we keep the Sabbath? And how can the Sabbath be kept at all at

that time, when a little while before, according to Mr. Newton's scheme, Antichrist

will have begun persecuting the Jews in all the horrors of “the abomination of

desolation.” Thus Mr. Newton's mode of interpreting these chapters deprives

the Church of some of its most valued precepts, and shuts up believers in

another chapter, where they find matters that evidently do not belong to them.

The EN 13.
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